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The process of storing and subsequently retrieving 
information by means of wavefront reconstruction (.holo-
graphy) is discussed in this paper. The theoretical prin-
ciples of holography are derived from a fundamental 
knowledge of electromagnetic waves and the wave equation. 
Both the classical hologram and the mul tip.le - beam 
interferometric hologram are explained using the results 
of these derivations. 
-our experimental procedures and results in produc-
ing multiple - beam interferometric holograms and sub-
sequent reconstructions in both two and three dimensions 
are illustrated and discussed. 
---~--' ---- -
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The pr(?ce,ss of storing and subsequently retrieving 
,-1\. 
information by means of. optical wavefront reconstructi~h-----"-------~ 




in the form of an interference pattern with an information 
storage density high enough to enable reconstruction of three 
dimensional images of three dimensional original o6jects. By 
. .. 
. . ..,·•. 
following the ideas expressed by Gabor, Leith and Upatnieks, 
·-· ·-·. 
and others, the theoretical principles of holography are de-
rived. The classical or Gabor hologram is discusse~ as a pre-
requisite to the descri-ption of the more advanced, multiple-
beam interferometric process holograms. 
The holograms ·and· reconstr~~ted images obtained in this· 
· i_:nvestigatio~ are produced by a. two-beam interferometric pro-
cess~ The · __ ·use o·f diffused and direct object illumination. is .. 
diseu?sed in _ corijtinction with image reconstructions in botn--
. . 
' . two -and three dimensions. A bleaching p_rocess is ·also- .inv-es--- · ._ 
~- - ' .-- .... ·-. ~ . ;;- : - - -- -- -- - ~---- -- - -
._ .. . .. :t~ated wI+er·eby the brightness _of· the reconstruc_ted __ image:s-
- -- ~ . ... - . . - .. ----- ·-·- ·:- ------· - ----- .. - -· -- "'--· .... ·-·- ... - . - -·----··-··-- ... 
- ... . - . ·--·. ---~· -----·-----~---- - - :·----'---- -- __ .., ----------
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After est~blishing the criteria rtecessary for producing 
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The past several years have witnessed the bridg·ing of 
the f.i.elds of_ .e.lectr-i.ca-L,. -e-3:1g-i-n-ee-i--inEJ----a-nd~hys-i-c-s--i-n~-s-eve--~r-·--a~1-r-, --~~-
·a 
· areas that are now common to both disciplines. Included 
•., ' iri this. common ground are 'the fields of·. physics of mater~ 
ials, semiconductpr engineering, physics of magnetism, 
information storag~, radiation stu_d~es, a3:1~_ op~_i9s •. 
-
-~ 
- - -- --
~-- ---·~ -·-- . 
... . . _, . 
____ --------··---·----· --··---···· 
.. _The last of_ these, optics, is ... a 1Qgica_l_e~:t~P$i.On __ J:_o ____ .· .. 
higher frequencies of .similar studies in electromagnetics 
at microwave frequencies. ·It is no-surpris~ that p~inciples 
-
and concepts that are valid in microwave studies are also 
·applicable.to waves -at optical frequencies. Conversely, 
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. many experiments in wave studies, especially in antenna· -
, . 
· · design, can be conducted at· o·p·tµ:al fr.equencies and then 
r- -... . 
. 
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--·-"' · -- ~ .. _: _______ ,: .both --f-ie.lds · .ean--be, CQnside~-SG~·~0 under- ,t.·he_-·tJeneral ;h·eadi-n~· crf···: ~· · .... ,~. --"-··-.··-:-··-· 
- "electro·-optical engineering." j!. • ~ .. .. 
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· In view of the above argument-; -1t shou·ld· ·not seem stran-g-e-
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·fie ctr i cal_· En_gineering, -~ven tbough the ·experiments.-· .were -
performed at optical- frequ~n-cies. · 
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- - -showed theoretica1·1y ·that all. 1;,h~. information _which·_ was _. ____ ---·· 





. necessary to reconstruct the image.a real ~bject was contained 
. " &\ 




- - -· 
-·----c·------------- -·:--~~~f.__lig-ht scattered--by the object and a rem-a:-±-nd·e-r· of -the----~------_.~····--_-----=----_·--_ 
.. . 
.. •, . . 
-··· 
- -- -
- -~~-· - -·---
light which was undisturbed. The principle of forming 
the diffraction pattern, known as a "h~logram", and the 
.subsequent rec6nstruction of the real image of the object· 




is known as ~'holography". (From the Greek: "holos" - whole,_,_ __ _ _ __ 
- -- ~ 
1 
i 
-------- ---- - . ----- ------ - --- - ---- --
. 
and "graphy" ~ picture) 
.. ···- ----· .. -· ·-----·-- --·- -~ __ .... _ .:~~~G-abor · was seve~r-ly- -Mmpered. r·n. his· . exf,er-imen t: s ~i.th the- -
. . 
_lack of sufficiently practical source of relatively high 
intensity monochromatic light. Since the development of 
the laser, interest has ·been renewed in the subject of 
holography and the possib~it~e~ it offers as a. means of · 
_magnif yfng) images , ~t~I'h, ~o"gni tion, and of recording 
. ., .. and ·reconstructing images. 
,,... --.--
.• 
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-------,----·--_ hQ_~og_ram __ and ·_j. ts_ re_const·ructed image are formed and to 
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---- ---- investig~te several techniques of producing holograms and 




of reqonstructing images from the hologrami:- . 
-· ··- ... 
known time dependent and time---··i-ndependent wave eq?_~~!-~n=-=···s:_·· ____ ---·-----~ 




















of electromagnetic waves. From these,. the concept. of _ in-
.. 
terference and,. the Fresnel. diffractio·n pattern wilJ_ b_f3 
explained and several famous equations such as the Kirch6ff-
~~- _Fresnel diffraction formula will be deri v·ea. 
------ ------ - . 
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4. , 
p 
Aft¢r establishing a ·fundamental background, the phys• 
ical aspects of holography will be described and methods ·.of 
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. - ··-- ---··. . KIRCHOFF' S DIFFRACT:ION THEORY l ' 
. l 
• - . ·• ,_r ·---·. -- • • • { ! 
l t• . -· .... 
. t . . • . . , l 
. r 
·.Kirchciff ·atte~pted to describe th~ light disturbance 
----..,_._~__::_ ·-- - - - - -- -
. ! 
. - i 
at any arbitrary point P. in ··space caused by an-arl:iitrary 
l 
. -.--,~--_ ·--::::c-=- -.- . - ·--_--, 
I 
' . . p 
. --------··-----·-· ·---·------- -- _:-· '"-···--·--. --·p-•· 01nt source -· · • 
. ·--· . - 0 · -- He · as-sumed that the . light. energy was 
- ... -···radiated -from the ... source as. a. series. of_ concentric. spher-
ical wavef ron_ts. - A wave£ ront may be de.fined as the locus_ 
. 
of equal phase of either the electric or magnetic field 
vector of the periodic electromagnetic wave. Kirchoff 
. 1 
----·· --· -_ . _ then applied the Huygens"'."9_Fr~snel Theory· which states: 
- . . -·.- - - --- -·-- ----- ----·---------·--·---•-·-····~---- -- ·-·--·----····- --·· - -
. - " .·-=. ---
.. ,·. 
. ·····------ ,- . ~-. - ... --- --~·.;..~-------··-·· 
:~ 
. -
~,, ~·· ~ r 
"the disturbance at any poiijt Parise~ 
from the superposition (interaction) of 
seco_!)_dary waves _.that proceed f ram a su-r-
f ace between the point P and the light 
source PO ." (Figure 1) · 
----, / --,~ 
... . -·--·- . -- - . I/-::~-. c~~-----
---- -- ........... __ .-1., i1 ,/ti..., 
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- -- ----· . - .. -- ----~ ·-- - -- - - . ···- -· -
. . . -~· . ' \ \ \ '~ ~ ' -- . --···· -p ·.. - . ·-----~ 
·, 
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- __ _, ____ , __ --- --
- -· ·- --- -- ---- --
- - - .. ~-- -
. 
. Figure .1. Huygens-Fresnel Theory of disturbance at P. 
------·---·--·-··----·· ··-··----··-- ··----------- --·· 
\ 
Consider a general monochromatic light wave in three 
dimensions described by the familiar form tJ,(x,y,z,t) = 
____ u_(x~ ,z)e-jwt where 1/J, the resultant wave, is -composed of. 
.... y -. ---·---·-- ·----------~---- ----- ·------------- .. ·---···--. 
a space dependent part ··u (x,y, z) and a time dependent part 
- _ 
1M. Born and· E. Wolf, P:rinci2Ies of Optics, (Pergamon 
· ·---. -- ... ·,------ Pr~ss, New York, 1964) , p. 375. ~--- ---- ---
. .. -··-- ·--
-- ~ ·--·--·-----·------, ..__ 
···-_- ----------·--·--- ·- . , -
- ------- -----------------· ----- - ····--· - . ····-·-····-------·- _,,_ ····-- .. -· 
. ·. ·-···-- - .... ~ .. --·--
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E(x,y,'z), -or the scalar· magnetic fi_eld, H(x,y,z). Since 
• - r . the electric and magnetic fields of an electromagnetic 
-- --------- ------------ ~------------ -
--
-- ·- --··--·------·· .. .. ·--·· -
I 
and to the direction of wave propagation, and also have 
. - . ~ . 




for~ is satisfied by either E(x,y,z)· or H(x,y,z). Of 
course,$ will represent a magnetic wave if H(x,y,z) is 
considered, and an electric ~ave if E(x,y,z) is considered, 
. - ·-. .;.: . .-' ... : 
- . -:- :"7 . ,, ~ ·_ ~· 
. (l ... '. 
... - ~ -· . - - - ·-- --
·-···-·-·· --- - ----- -· 
-·-·--·-·--··· -··-·· ----·- ··--·-. ----·-·-··--but.:t.hi-s --is- --G-f---ne- -eo-ns-eq-uen-ee ·-if --the··- --s·ame·-··-·co·nv·entt·on-· ·1 s·- ·· ···----~-------------·-···---
used throughout the discussion. co:nventionally, E(x,y,z), 
·the scalar electric field, is chosen as the spacially de-; 
--pe_nden t part of the resultant e-lectric wave $. The perio- ·,. · · 
• (1) t die (time or. phase) term remains as eJ • · 
. Assuming that the arbitrary point sou,rce radiates a 
. ' . 
monochromatic wave,. it. can be s.hown that E(x,y,z) satisfies 
----··- - - . -- --- .. · ---·-'------· .. ··-- ·--- ·-· -
' 
. 
.. . .. 
_· . ·_ - the wave equatio~, . · . · , ~~I -, ..... ·:~.- ._. ___ .............. ...._ ... _~_...__,_~-...,...__._ .. -A.._tf.~_,_~-~~-- ·-~- _,_,___-.... --. _-_-... . . . - ,_-. -~ ... ·; .. ·. --- ---- ~ .. - .... l .• -· ... ·--- _,,,,,.,,~ ----------- -------c.,._ ... __ ....... _ ·'···-----;:- -·-----~·--......__.t.--_,~.,,,,. ·- -.c-..:.._ .. _ ..... ~·-'--!"- --~-'-- ~-.... --- ---· .. _ --··- -·- - -.:. . • -
·-··· . ·-- - ... -·--·-·--z-:---·---· .2 -·-··- ... ·-·-·------. -·-··- ··- .. -:-···-- --· . - - - -- - -~ - ,. ___ -- ·-------- ' 
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--- ---- - .. 
..... ~-~ ______ w.b_.i_qb_ .. i~--~ ~now~- ~-~--- t]].g__ Jlelmhol t_z equation. "k II is the l?r!J-______ -------- _ 
. ~-- '··----~ . pagation constant of the wave and is expre'ssed by 
••·• • • •--•-•--•--· • ..... _,-._. ~~ .. -·' . •H•----• 
(2) 21T .. w k 
- - . A c 
" 
c .and A are, respectively, the velocity and the wavelength r • 
-. ---- -· ···-
•·qj . 
. '.-·------------:··.-- -- -· - . 
of the electromagnetic. light wave in the medium under 
· ~:-~ --=---~---· consideration • 
r !··- . -... . ·-·. ·( -·-·-- '-··----- ···-··-- .... ··----·- -
' . 
We wish to determi·ne a formula for finding .the· dis-
. -,- --.--· - ' 
• 
. - '-~------·-- .. -
. - --- --
- -·-
------ - •. ~·~1~ .,,.,_-__ .,_, ..•. ,-; ··" . 
·--·· --·--·-·· 
-·-------- -- ·-- "-·-·-·--·--· .. ···-··· ........... -·---·. 
' - , .. ____ -- - --- -
··--------~-- - . .. 
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. ---.-~ ---- . - -- -- -----·····.· ___ , - -----··-·. -
-- - -..... ------ -- - ,- ----- ----
dur·barice at the- -a-rbi.trary point P a-r-1-sing from the -super-_ 
position of the secondary waves- --f--rem--- the arbi 1;:.rary surf ace 
.. between the source: PO · and the point P ,· as postulated by 
Huygens." Let V represent some arbitrary volume bo~nded by 
r------~~;--------------------
the surface S and enclosing the pofnt --p~---1-Fig,rr-e 2) 
view of the Huygens-Fresnel Theory, this surface rn~y be 




thought of as giving rise to the secondary waves that cause 
the disturbance at the point P. A well known mathematical 
·theorem, Green's Theorem1 , relates two functions·inside a 
--;----- - - - -
-------~------- ---------------------· volume of this kin~, and may be stated as follows: 
e 
"If Vis the volume bounded by a closed sur-face S, and if u(x,y,z) and v(x,y,z) are 
scalar functions possessing continuous second partial derivatives, then 
- - ... 
fffv(ulfv-vefu)dV = J/8 ii-»(uw-vvµ)dS." 
Assume that the electric field, E(x,y,z), of th~ light 
emitted by the source P0 is a.- regular analytic function of 
x,y,z, and possesses continuous first and second derivatives. 
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.,. known electric field to the £unction v(x,y,z). The function· 
---- ' I 
---------v-(x;-y-,z) -is an arbitrary function satisfying the require-·'"' 
..... .. 
J 
... ~---·• .-- . - "-··-- --··· . k..... -
--ment s of Green's Theorem an.cl, ca_n _pe. replaced in the--abeve---
equation by another function, E' (~1-Y ,·z l repre_senting a 
-~ · scalar electric field. In terms of E and- E-!-, Green's Theorem :·· • 1~ - - • 
becomes: 
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Figure 2 
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. " ... _ 
As yet, E' (x,y, z) is unknown, but in order to01,sati~fy the 
req~i.rements for Green's Theorem, it mus-t be a function of 
x,y,z a!l_d must possess __,the same condition.s--of· contin~ity_ 
as does the function E(x,y,z). If E' _is to repreJent_the 
. spacial part of the scalar el~ctric field of some arbitrary· 
eiectrom~g~etic;,J-wave i ±t--rou-st -also satis~f-y the ·wave equa-
,· 
- - ' 
4 tion ( 1) • 
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.. •• \, 
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V 2 E I + k 2 E I ·= .0 • -- ---,-~-=----'---
.. ; _:j: 
· -A:ppl:ying · -this to the left-hand· -s:i_de· :of Green's T·heorem ( 3} , ·:>,_, .. . I 
.,. 
.... -
· 41~· -· r 
- ·Ev12E ,--~E' v72 E. = E (-k2-E 1 ) ...:E 1 (-k? E) 




- - u. 
): 
for any point in the volume V. Therefore, 
( 
1 ~·---· . -- . - - -----'--.--·,--_ .. '' ·-·~. ··- lf. 9N• (EVE'~E'VE).dS = O • 
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= exp (jkil/~ where "sn denotes· the 
',... . .-
... 
· .-.- distance from the origin of. the. wav~. E'. It ~an be ~tiown1 
. ., ' 
~ · ·that this function satisfies, the Helmho-ltz equation 11)" 
- -·-~=: .. ===-=--=::~-=~~--=~-- ·-·-=~=--==-~~~and represents ·a S]?heridal ··\,qave .. ~i·verg.ing f-:rom the or":Lgln·--· 
0 
~ the volume v, _the function E' satisfies the conditions of.· 
·,..., 
twice differentiability necessary for Green's theorem to 
hold except at the point P where s=o. At this point the 
' 
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~--- ~- --·-----~-----
----·----·-o·arf ___ be' maae· 1:0·· "110·1-a----insiae v-·- if.· we -excl'iiae · a:· very small . -----·-·-·-----.. . . - .. . -----.------- --·------
, f' 
volume in the immediate vicinity of P, thus removing the 
.,---.I 
singularity of E' at s=o.- To do this, surround P by anoth~r 
\. 
volume bounded· by a spher~ of radius:-£. (Figure 3) 
s 
., 
- -- . . 
--·--·---~--
----·· ·- - •.l..._ - - -- ·; ........ .:.-.... ~- - ---. 
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Figure 3 .- · ·Modified volume sur-reu-ndi-n(J the- peint--P-.--· 
I 
2. can be extended to: 
~ ' .. ' 
f f -+f f [ N • ( EV E ' - E ' v E) 1 dS ' . = O 
. s s' 
· subs ti tu ting for E' , ~ . . . :,' 
---·--··--··· .- -------- -
••.•:·-
' 
·-· --·------ -· -----------------~-
- . . --
-·-----·--···--···-
~ -- ---·-·--------- ,., ·-
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. 1953 ) ~R. W. Di~chborn, Light,. (Interscience Pub., New Yoik, ~ 
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where- a/an denotes differentiation .in the direction of· 
.. 
. 
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dS' +ff ,E9 J 2dS 1 +ff. e ·. }Eas• • 
<-'-,--. 
. -s - s s' s an 
. Nalt sh:ti __ nk the radius, £ of the. small volume V' • Since s 
in volume V' is always less than or equal to E, as e+ Q, .-·-
------ - - -
-· 
--- - - --
__ ... - ----- - --c -· ··c -·.··.·"··-··- .. ·s·--+ 0 also. . As s -+ 0, the first and third terms on the 
. · right-hand side o·f th:~--~bo_ve equation-ean~--b~ :r1:~g_1e~te_d a~d, . ------------- _ ...... _ - ., ~---- 1:-:.·: -~ .. -···-· ...... ------·--=--~~~~~~-----_· ":::·----_-_-_-::·:-:::·~-=~----·-····-·--=----.---=-=-::-::-:-~=----
.. ------· -·-··-·-··- .. ----·····---- ···-·-··-.... .,...----
from the second term, there remains on the right-hand side, 
jks 
lim 11 E 9 dS' = s' s s-+0 
e+-0 
,, 
this leids to the final result, 
( 5·) · E ("P) 
- - -- -------------- . 
______________ ,,,______ - ' 
-- ---------- -
· which is the important Integral Theorem of He·lmhol tz and 
.If. 
-
•• . - ---t:" --- ........... - - ..... -
~ir.cboff .• ... . --4 . . .• . "'T - .. - .... . ····r - .... --- -





 L.. __ _ 
ar·bi traty light wave, ~,- .. in terms o.f a surf ace· integral 
a-round P. I.n general, form ( 5) is difficult to apply to 
.. 











- -· -------- - .-
l ----
-all but.the simplest cases. Some ass~pti9ns forrnulatad_.-~~~~~-
·--------------------------------
by Kirchoff reduce the integral theorem to a simp..lified 
-·--·- .... ~ 
form that is more reagily applied to.physical systems. 
Again consider a monochromatic light wave radiated· from 
a point source P0 and passing through an opening in an 
\ 
. '·'' .. , ... 
\ . 
.. 
·- --···-·- . .. .... - -·-···-- -· . , --··· - .. 
"_!.·- ~ • .,. -
----.. '.----__;~---~ ~,.-.--;-~·· .. ::·· .-~---- -· ·--·-· ·-- -··· 
~ 
. ; _. __ ·.:. ... ' __ :.'... . ..: ··-· '· -
- . - . ·- -- ·- -··· .. 
" 
. . ...... ,., 
•, ._ __ ,_' -·.....-- ·--- - __ .. ~ .. -·· .. 
I 
- - -·- ·-
.. ' I•._ -----•• -opaque · s.creeh. (Figure 4a) · ·- The effect- of this is . to . 
_! ·-- -·----· 
- . 
• . 
~-.-·-~~~-st_o_p· downf'. the surface a-I"ea s .considered above so th·a-e 1· ... I 
I 
' .. ------·- ---------
--!! 
i --~~~-=- -,---- ... -~MY. a sma-11 -portion -of -th.e -s\irface area affects the d=-=i=--=s~.:--... ---··-------=-----_ -___ -::_=-=--=-:-::-: .. --::-:111 
_.,~ 
-- .j 
--·1:tirbance at· P inside the volume V. 
. . ___ , _ _. ···- .... 
. -· --·-··· -- --- -- ---~ -
- - - The.opening in the opaque screen is assumed to be 
. . la-rge compared with the_ wavelength A, but small compared 
--wit:h.the di-s-t.-a11ces r an-d s in·- figure ··4:0. 
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· · Figure 4 
Illustrating the derivation of·the Fresnel-Kirchoff diffraction theorem. 
. In order to determine the disturbance at· ·P it is " . 
- I 
. -~ .- -· - --





. ., . 
--···""" ... 
necessary to con.sider Kirchoff's Integral Theorem derived--------
-~~-- ·-····----··------
------~~----------- -· prev i o~s_ l y __ and__±.o-ta-lre----the--±nte--gr ar--over~-the-- surface s ----------· 
1. The area of the opening A • 
2. The area of the dark side of the opaque screen B. 
3. The area of the large part of the sphere of 
radius R centered about P and closing the surface 
s. 
' .. -~·--•·-· 
I 
~ - . - - -= 
' 
·' 
... . 1 .. 
12. ) 
.. • .. -· • C. , .c.·.-L •. ~ ,a.... • _ .. _ • • • i. .... -· ---;!.- -----
• 
",. . . 
'• • • ' I •• •', , ; 0 ... 
. . . 
~ . . 
.Fr~m the·· --i·ntegral theorem ( 5) ,'~·>·:we h-av,e -, 
. jks jks · ·_ · · . . ' ; 
'. 
(_ 6) E (P) = __!.[ f.f.A+! !B+f JC] [E a (e ) ._ (e · . ) aE] dS •. 
an s · :- .s an · 
= ---~==·=·,---=---.=-:. -=·. ·-·.·--·· ---· •- .- -47T ' .. -·- I --· ---·- -·------
- -·· ... _, ______ ,,. · -·--·-·------ --------------- -- - . --- ... 
- - ·--------- ... -- < ·---~--- -
------~-·-··-----··-····--·--·-·-----·-- . ___ ---~-----·--
E(P) -i·s -t:,he disturbance at point P that we wish to deter-
mine and E is the monochromatiq, light wave emitted fo~ 
the source PO • Since we have assumed that the opening ,A 
is· large compared with the wavelength of . the light, A , 
we can also assume that any light passing through the opening 
· --i-s -undis-turbed. Therefore, 
~ 
. .... ' ...... -
__ ,. ___ .. ___ .._. _,,. -·-~--- --- ---------·-------- ~--··-.. ------·"'·-·- - -----·- - --- -··----------·-· ·--· . 
n. ~ + - .. -. . -·---··-- .. ~£- ··-- ------------··-··---·· --···---· 
-------1:JA~---~·:_-~A-·-.---·_·_·~------: _ .. ___ --- -·-·--·-------- . - ._-- -- - .. 
EA- represents the light wave before passing through the 
opening A, and EA+ represents the_ ligh~t wave·after passing 
'-
through the opening A. Since the back o~ the opaque screen, 




- ·-- - -· ·---
-- -- ----
screen, we .ca·-n assume that -B -contri15uee.s -~othing= to the 
.. 
--~ . 
disturbanc·e~·at P. ·These ·two asswnptions· comp.;~-~-e~-~--~.~~t~:of~- .. ~-~--~-~--.--· _......,! __ , _____ _ 
• - ·-- •. - ... ~--- --- --- .' - - - -- --- ..... -- --- --- ''r, 
- --.- ------- -- . --------- -- - - ·- -·- -- - -- __ .. .. - - . - -- --· . .... ,_ -
... ·- ... ~- • - -- - • •- -------..------- -· ·--- - •· •-• -- ---- - •• - • • ---·• -•- .... ; ...... • • _. .- .... _,----- ----·-·-- - I 
two equation.s known as Kirchoff's bou·naary .·c-6ri-dit~ic5risi - ... - --- ____ , _ 
_ On surface A: 
.. _ 
E - = E + A --- ----- -· A 
9E € 
On surf B E O ··· B - O 
_. . ~ce : B = ____ -_________ , -· _-___ an, __ ~ _ .. -------------
--_---------~--~----· - . ----- ---~·--·-·-·--~~--------------14-----------
- --~.f,---·· • ··-· ----------------- - - - -
---·-•04•-·-·-···--·········-- ·--------~--------·----- ---- -
If the space dependent part of a general li ht wave Eis 
E M jkr d I f 11 1 f' d I t~ f ... -···---------·· .. -·-·~-- -----·-- = e an assuming or ~~a__ ang es o evia ion rom 
•• 













--- -- --. - -----
- ~ ·-- - -
the normal "n" (Figure 4b), 
we have, 
a 
= a r cos ( n, r) , 
·_ _ . ._______~--·-







. t: . 
• - • •• --.. ~- ~-- -~--------.,-- -~· ·h ' 
. ~ . .. . ,. 
.. 
. , 
- ----- ··-·_ .. :_ .... -· ····--·----:-~- ···-- _,:·_-,_ . 
Kirchoff· made one. fu~t}:l.er assumption: . the surface · · 
int~gral over the area C in figtire 4a does not· contribute 
- ··1 ""1'.;.,. ., 
·to the·disturbance at P. Hi·s : argument was to permit the 
~ ---·-----------~ 
:_; radius R t-o -become large. Since light travels at a finite 
-
'7elocity, .. a-wavefront radiated from P0 at time t 0 will not· 
reach the point P until some later time t 1 • As R is made ._ --~---
---
very large, this same wavefront will not reach the surfac-e · -- · - - -
'·· 
' ., - _., __ ~ . 
C until some still.later time t 2• By making R very large 
so that t 2>>t1 , and obse~ving pbint P for some time inter~ 
-val ies-s---than---t -t , the light pa-ssirig P at tizne t will 
. . -··- _ ·-·····-······-········ :-2 .. 1 .... . . . .. . .. . . .. . ····-- · - ·• --· • .... -··-·-·· .... ··----1 ·--·-·· ........... . - ·-· ---------------- -~-·---- .. · - . ---·-·- ··-···--··• . ----------·--------·--------------·------- -----·----
r not reach the·surface C during the interval of observation 
• 
and cannot contribute to the disturbance at P. Under these \ 
. ' 




the calculation of the disturbance at P. Applying these 
---··- ... 4,J- .... ·-- ...... ._.:.._ .. ,,__..:._~---•. .,.---:..-- --""-- --~·- - -· •• - •• . - - - --· - ··- . -· -- -- ........ . .......... -----·· ~- --........... ..--. -~-·. - - -
. . 
assumptions to equation (6), the resu~t (Appendix A), 
~. 
r-· 
··- -- - - - (7) · tiM j k { r+s) , · · E(P) =E ··2n.JJAc.:e~ [cos(n,s)-cos(n,r)]dS, " 
-------· - - ·----~~--. ~--=-?·- 4"',-'-~. -~ ---=---.'--~"'" ·-~--- ...... ---·--···.,··------ -~-· -..... _ ...... ---- - ---~ 1-·-· - ,• - I<-··-··--•'·-''- - '----·-·-·-----~·--~· -·· - .. _ _ _____ _# -- • ·-·-- - ,- - -- -· -
)I. 
is obtained. This equaiiori is the Fresnel-Kirchoff diffrac-. 




-----~-- - I 
----~---~--- --tl~ie-- complex amplitude. of t·he electric field component _' __ - ------~ ---l 
..,___ _______ .... 
- - - - . ______,_ 
at that point . 
(4a) and (4b). 








' The other variables are defined by figures 
" .~. 
. 
. - -- -- - - - - -·- -- --
~-
. .. :·" ~---. ·=·:.·:-,-· . 
:c=-LJ 
- - --·- -·-·-··------'·-··-----------·· --~-
~----,-----·----- . -----·- ·. -~-·-c-· -
---- _..__ -------
--------..... -----· ~-- - -
- - -- ----·-·- ---- ----·-·- --· - -·-··- .. ---····-··--- --- ----···--·-- ----------,. 
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, 14. ,, 
· <··. "'-: ~-'. ___ --~-)~~:I.:J:· •. · _ INfOJU-tA'l'ION CQNT~?{'t';-~f'_ ·TI-I~ Fl:i\SNE:L_ .DIFFRACTION PATTERN. 
. . ·' .,. ~ • ... • ' > 
' i' 
'·- - . ...._,_ ,_·_, ... _ .. _ .· ... -:----· ··--·~ .. 
It has beeri stated that a Fresnel difraction pattern 
---"°'" - -· 
--, --- --- --- --- - - - ' 
.. record, · a classical or Gabor hologram, contains information 
.. - -- ·-· ----- ---
---· -·---··-·---·.:......---- '---- ---- -




,.. to cons·i-der .. the· form of this information. 
-
. Let a collimated monochro.raatid _light, _beam ,illuminate! ____ - ·-- --
----- --- -,, 
'1 
an object in __ plan~-~~1 . (Figure 5) It is assumed in the 
' ·~ 
- -- -------
classical case being discussed here, that most of the lighi;. 
passes through the object wi t~out being disturbed .• · 
-- --------- --- --'- ~----'~-~---· -· -~-
-----
-~-- --------,-~---~-~----~ " 
•"• -•-• ---·--••••·--·~-L • -~-------··~- • --•• -••••-·•---·-,--.:-~·---• 0 ·---------••-••••-"•••••••• 
------------•---• . ,,-·-·.-----"'~-.··-•--•L-----••••--•--•••-•••--••-•-••-• •---·-•-••-·••-•·- - • .. -----••-------•-·-• •-----·-•-• • • •-• -• •--• • -• • 
.. 
Object 
, - ..... 
. ...... =u..-----..... -- ...... - - ____ -..,.,,~ ....:_--.__. - -. . ' 
"~ . ·-:-:·.1--:- ,,·-·_ ...:..:.~~.. ~. ·: 
.. . . ..• ;.· 
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--- It-•·-"--'---- ... - ....................... - ·-. - ·- ....... __ --........ -....................._ 
--- --- .. 
,' I 
;. .. -·· 
-----"'. t . _  __ ___ _ _ _ _ _ · . Fig U + e. ~ _ _ ,. _ _ __ _ __ 
Illustrating- -the· formation of a-- diffraction pattern. 
. ' ' 
..... --- - . -- ~ ---- ........ ·--- __ . , . .- -.,_ ---,,,r~ -· . .... - .. 
- ... ---·- .... ... . . - -
...... __ .. ___ .... _. - --- -~---- - ---
-- -- ------··------------'----~~The -light .... ·beam---.. betw.een--p•-=-lanes ·P · -a·nd--P ---w-i-H---h-a-ve-.. -a-n am- -. --- - -- -~-----
- · - 1 2 
--~- . - --- ---· 
- --··- -· - - .... 
. 
pli"t:1:1,~~---s-=-~--sb + sr where sb is t.he undisturbed part of the 
.,t , .. 
------------- -- --· ------li.ght__and .. ia·:-~known as the reference beam. The remainder of 
the beam, ·s- , is caused by the beam's passing through the r . 
object and is ___ the d1S'Eurbea · part of the 'l5e-am. If the ob-
~9~~-~~------~~~-~~~·~t i§ ncit ~rttirelQ transparent, s will b~ a function of 
. - . . r 
. 
~-·-----• 
the·position considered on the object and is known as the 
modulation or, information signal. The ofuject, ·then, performs 
- ' 
---- - ---------- - -- - - -
.J .. ' 
J a modulation of the reference beam. If the original light 
L ... ,_, ~ -· ---
.. 
-,1 ', . . - ·~~ ~ I ,~__;_ -
;j 
• -~~: :.-; I • ...:..· ____ ;_· -- -- ·-· .... ..::: • •.•• :.:: •. _.J.·.-:; ...... :.". : __ ,._'; _'<', __;,~ .: .. ;;__,_ .... ·--~~_-;--••.:..!...,-.::;..., ::-':. -~ ;_. . .. , •. . . : '.... .· ..•. - •.. .:. -• ... 
• ; __ ' -· -··. ·• >_ $". - . ' ·-· 
··;1· 
I\ . • . 
-- ---·------·------- - . -----------
-· ·-·· --,.,,.-·---·-·. 
---0------'--' ------- -------. - -_--------~- ---·rs·-:- ----·----~--------·------------------·- ·-'( 
wave is described by sej Wt, we have ---. - --- ·· - . ' .. ~. ..· - . " - p 1' • ~ - - ' 
' 
- . 
. - --, - -
. '' -~-~ .. --.. --- .. l. --- . --- ........ ·_ .:~- . ---- -- ···--········----:-• --- -
-- ·-· -- ------···-----~ T}J.i~. e:x:pree_s;io11. _is simi·lar to __ that_ de-scrib.ing ... an --ampl-!t-Ude-- : ___ · __________ -------··----------·-----
modulated radio signal where~ s (x,·y) corresponds 1;._o the_ . ----·----- . ___ . 
-~·--~-..... -"':. -~-·-~'-'----..:......::_-- -'-'-'---:_.:.:._· . ---------------· -- _. - --·. ____:__: -- - ___ · :___ . ----- - - - -- . ~~:...:...: _----:...:...:....---~-----------···----------- . -- -~~=~~~-
modulation componE?nt and supplie,s the sidebands. _ In -th-e 
case of the ~adulated light wave, however, the carrier and 
sidebands are not functions of time as they are in the 
- -mod·ulatea· ra.aio--signal, bu't instead are . functions of spacial 
variables_. 
. ---·- --· ---··· ·-·· ' ·."' ' . - - - . - - -- ----- ---- - - - - - --- -- -;--•·· --- . -~ -· --·-··. -- -------.·-------- -~ 
--- __ ...... - -- __ .__,. _____ . - - ..... --- ·- - - .. -· -
Since we are considering a collimated monochromatic 
beam, only small sca_ttering angles are involved between 
planes ~P1 and P2 •. Under these conditions,
1 equation (7) 
can he rewritten as .. ;- '·' 




Where in·equation, ("7), COS(n;r)~l, CO~(n•,iS)~-1, dS = dadS, 
' 
r+s = [ 22+ (x-:a.) 2+ (y--S)~; and z = s. {a, S) are the · , 
. 
- ,~· 
- . . I .· -
---. -_- c,.· _.,~--:.-~eOGrdiri'ates=6f ~he- !)eil'i-t OJ'i ~he--ooje~i-n-·piane P tha-t(: · 
. , 
- . . 1 
. 
. . 
is b~ing considered and (x,y) are th-e coordinates of t~he 
·""'.• 
I t I l p 'k-., _.1....1..._ d I 




-- -- ··••• -- - , .. , .I 
. - ... ·-· 
For small scattering angles, (x-a, y-a are small), we can 
use the approximation2 
----
- -- -·-···--·--·-- . ----·---·-----~-------~---___,_ ___ _ 
1 2 l 2 
2z 2z \ • 
1E. Lei th and .1. Upatnieks, "J. Opt. Soc. Am.", 52, 1124(1962). 
. 2 
Ibid., p. 1124. 
- ------ -- ------· --
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·, ... ~ ..... , .. - .. 
. .,, 
~=======~:::;;;=-----· ... _ . -·-- ....... . --·- ----.... --... ·---·-i----~-------1;;.;;.--"Cf 
· 
___ .1.. _ ___;_. ____ .. _________ -
, 
16. " . 1 
.. 
· )\.ppl:1-_ing ·this approximation, equation· (8) ··can _be, reduce_d. 
·"-- .. !._,..,,--.._. ...... ~- ,,- ----,,-· 
E~.x,y) 
. 
. . ·---··· ... - --- -
-
- - --·· -- -- ----
___,___ _____________ --- .. ---- ·-·-----,-.-
,, ' ~, . . 
' 
-·· Rf, "-o.,#' ........ ••-~- ,... .• 
--- - . --· ---· . . ' .. , 
. --:,... 
i; 
. ' I 
. ________ '",, _____ -··-. ---· 
- - - . -- . -. 
.--
-----E ~~-,-;; : 2i: ejk;f l S [ Sb + Sr ~a~~~] e~j 1 [ (x-a~2~-(~-.fq_2] dad~~:~ ... ~------~- -
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'Phe: phase-: ¢onstant ejkz has been combined with the 
- . . . M . ... . . __ :_ 
constant term 2 .and ·removed. Sirice these two terms are not 
-·- - ----- ---- --- . - ··- .. -. -- - -
... --.a-function .of · (a-,8-) ,· .the-y-----a-re --o-f ·n·o· consequencer-·in · t·he ·ais.;.;. 
... -. - ,. 
cussion. 1 is k/2z. 
.. A convolution integral is defined- as 
y(t) = /h(_t.)g(t-t)dT •.. 
l Convolution integrals .are useful in communication theory " 
because the output y (t) of a circuit can be dete~minea· from 
a knowledge of the input si_gna( · h.(-r) ·~and -the impu.lse .. re .... 
sponse of the circuit~(£). £y analogy, the expression (9) -
.,... . - ".". - - > -
.. 
-·--~. concerning the disturbance at a point (x,y)· may be considered 
as a convolution of the light signal [sb + sr(a,a)l and the 
impulse response function j (>..z) ""'1 exp[j'l (x2+y2 )] which will· 
be denoted ·as f (x,y~. Since we have assumed that the amp~ 
---·· ·-·· --·---- - ~ -- ---·-· ······-·-·--,---
- . 
much_la~_ger than the __ amp_litude of the mo.d.ulation- component ----..--------
- .,....--:---·. 
sr' the bias term can be considered as giving rise to a con-
stant disturbance over the entire plane P2 and can therefore 
, .I, ..... I, ~ 
--· -~-·-·---- -·· , . 
------. -
- ';', N'·'•_-"'.'. ·--~"'.:'·.r:~.,.,•·;.~·• ' ... •;,~-·· ~-... ·.,.~·f~.,:~.-.---- '•·;,.).·.:.:.,, ~r:,;,,~" .. _ ' 
)' 
--- . 
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-- -------- ---·~ 
/ 
- • .. ':= 
,. 
whe"re the * denotes the convolution. operation •. 
. . . . 1 --
An important theorem of complex variables states: 
functions is equal to the product of the Fourier transforms· 
-- . 
-- _,_,;·. ··--·-....-~ -···· - ·····-· ·----- .. ··:..·~=-- :. 
'. · __ . -_ ------~-- ··~-- -·- - ---~ -------
F [ S ( X ·, y) * f ( X , y) ] - = F [ S ( X , y ) -] • F [ f ( X , y) ] ._ 
-- - r --- ----- ---- - - r 
ay taking the inverse of both sides of this· equation, we 
obtain 
,· 
s r ( x , y) * f ( x.,-¥) =: _ ~-·ts:r {.~~ , .n-J.: ··F ( ·F;: , -n-): l • 
I 
_ ... : 
- . . 
Then from equati~on (10)., 
; -. ... - - - ..... 
E ( X ~ Y_) = Sb+ &f[ Sr~ E; , n l • F(t, 11) J •.. (·11) 
.. ·-,. 
r 
-In this ex~re·ssion, Sr(~,-n) is the Fourier transform.o-f 
s (x,y), F(~,n) is the Fourier transform of f(x,y), and;& r . - --
;, \, 
-----'--~ ___ d __ eno'l:_~_s -~_he ___ ~ourier _ inverse transformation process·. It 
... ---·-.. -f·--- -·---·· ··, __ -__ _ 
-·' ' ·•·'\.-. . .-, 
. -- - -- ------ -- - - 1 
can be seen from (11) that the -Fresnel diffraction pattern 
E (x ,y) does indeed_ contain the modulation information s. ( ~, n)- --
-------------~r~-------
-- .--------- ----·-
necessary to describe the original object but is multi-
plied by a complex phase factor F(~,n) caused by dispersion -
1 
. G. Stroke, Coherent Optics and Holography, (Academic 
Press, New York, 1966), p. 172 • 
. ,. 
- - -
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' . 
.. .. ___ . ~-- ...... " __ : of the l~ght: . in. the spa-ce between · the .object plane P 1 , and 
.. I 
I 
-~-- --~· ... ____ · • .l 
. 
-·--- - - .. 
- _____ _, _____ , -
----·--·· .. 
/r ·. 
. " th·e hologram plane . 1? 2• By correcting fo~ this dispersion. 
factor, the original image can be reconstructed from the 
Fresnel diffraction pattern. The photographic record of 
. . . 
------~-:: __ j 
-- -•. ----· - ·----,~--.. -·~---~------- -- . -·--i l 
l 
! 
--~· ~~-----·:cc~-the amplitude of the diffraction,. obtail).ed by placing a !; 
photographic plate in plane P2 , constitut~s the classical 
hologram. 
--- -------
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PRODUCING --THE CLASSICAL HOLOGRAM 
• ("~ I 
__ !__. ,, ' 
-- . -. --~ --
. -It has been shown that in theory, the information 
-_ -~--~--~==---::-~~-~-=-~~--ne~e-ssary for the reconstruction of the. image of an object 
' 
- is contained in its Fresnel·diffraction pattern. To obtain 
t-he diffraction pattern, we allow a collimated monochromatic 
~ight beam to illuminate-the object in the plane P1 • (Figure 6) 
~-The object must be such that it transmits mo~t of the light 
undisturbed and produces the high bias ampl~tude sb. An 
example of a desirable object would_ be a photographic trans-
parency having.dark letters on a transparent background. 
Transparent le-ttering _ on a dark background would .not be--
- desirable because a high bias ligh.t signal sb would n'"ot be 
I 
preserved, and the necessary assumption that sb>>sr wouldf 
" 
no lbnger be trtie~ A Fresnel diffracti~n pattern is.pro-
duced in the plane P2 • 
; .. ~ .. ~ .. 
' .... 
By placing a photographic plat~ ~t 
P2., the amplitude of _the· diffraction pattern will be recorded. 
. ' 
. -~- --- - • . - - z - :., • - - -
. -
--· -- -·----· -·---~· --
v 
-~ 
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. --··,-,··---··--::,,--·. ·.-··-- _ ......... -
The convolution integral forming the -diffraction pat-
tern is, in general, a complex quantity-and as such cannot 
be directly recorded on a photographic plate. However, 
, . 
.. "'< "\.., 
--.. ...... -
- : --··. -·---~ ----- ·-·· - . the plate can record the real ampii tude · of ·the -complex 1-igh_t_ -- -···--
- -- - - ----- ----
-- -------- -----. 
\ 
- -··· .... ······- ··----- ·--. .... _ 
- - -·- -·--···- ..... 
•• , , , ~ ·1'-e. ··----·-:---. ---
---· ··-----·--· 
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.. ' 
.·signal. The . question ,.arises as· to whether or- not the aniplt-
tiide alone contains any useful information in relation-to 
the desired information (modulation signal sr). 
Observe the Hurter-Driffieldl or characteristic ·c1.irve 
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' Figure 7. Characteristic D log E curve. 
= 
·There.exists a characteristi~ curve of this type f6r each 
·- ___.. . 
. . 
- • . -~. •• - - ... ...-:. - ....... ..... - - - ~ ..... - • ..... . -- ,b, - - ,J - - -- - ----- - --- --- -- -- __ ....1_ ________ - • 
·---·--"' - --------·-·--·-- -- ---· 
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.. - ··--·. -- ",; .. ____ different photographic plate emulsion and i.t shows the 
-, . -· ~- ...... " - . ... ---~-
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and th~ ~xposure, E,.of the ~late. 
<l 
The slope of the char-
.J 
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~--.. ·--·--_----------· ·-· --the~ contr:as.t .. between l.igh.t" and d-~k areas that W-il-1- -a-ppea;r;. ______ . ···---·---·---·-·-·--:=----=-·---==-= 
· that Y ~ 2 • Gabor2 showed that in this linear region, the. 
-------------
--.------- ---- ---- ----
- I;>. ... -· -
1 c •. _E. · K. _!de~~, The. Theory of th.e P_b,_p-t;ographic .Pro·cess, 
(Macmillan, New York, 1942), p. 203. ·· ·- -----· 
·.·. 
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: photographic .plate ac·ts like a square law detecbor·.·· To - ... . ..... '" :,~ ... ·, _.. .. 




must be contact printed or the light and.dark areas will. 
-·------···---- -· ....... be reversed in the reconstruction·· However, this doe·s-- riot - ····· - ···- ·-·- · · --------· 
. . 
change the information recorded on the hologram, but merely 
changes its phase by 100°. · Thus the photogra~hic plate, 
·when contact printed, is analogous to,J.a squ_~re law r. f. 
. . 0 detector with 180 phase shift. 
Since E = sb + sr*f (from~guation 10), the recorded 
hologram amplitude can be represented by: 
(12) 
.. ·_. 
* --EE = [s.k -+· s *f 1 • [s · 
J.J r · ·· b + s *fl* r 
sb (sr*f) * + I S. ~~.·,· ~ r*r· .r. . 
.· ' 
The first term of (12) is just the original dispersed signal 
r 
.. ·, ·. . ... - . ~· 
recorded at plane P 2 • The next two ·terms a::re J.)r'Oduhts Of - . - . - ---- . . - . 
the amplitude recording process. The first of these, :;~ · 
. " 
' . 
.:. C. -""; ·~ / 
.. 
.·· -· .... ~b(~~;f) * is j9st the ~omplex ccmjug~te of. the original· 
_._, __ - - ... _ --· . 
• 
-· ---· ... - --·----·-.-,. ~"":!'--.~- ··::-·....; __ ;-.-,:--·----·-··-
modulation convol\l"':.!~1:1-~?~tip~d by. the constant sb. . 
.i.f. ~ It will la~er· be shown that thi~ gives rise to a ~onjtigate 
-
·'" image in the reconstruction process. The third term in·· 
equation (12),1 sr*fl2gives no information and wil+ produce 
-·--· -·-- - - _ ...... ···-·---.. ·-··-· - ··-· ----
... ---·--·~-. ____ ,_ __ -·,1nwanted noise products during . the .. recon~truction. - . . By 
rr=
1







imized in comparison with the first and second terms. 
'~·· 
··---· ·-··--- ·-------- -_. ____ - -- _- -=- -_-:.:=== --~-· . ---.:... =..· ,\ ~=- ·: ·_ - ----
.. 
.~ .. 
-·---.... -\"• .• ~c ,,_ -------------. 
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. IV. RECONSTURCT!NG THE IMAGE USING THE CLASSICAL HOLOGRAM • T J .• •• ._ ... • "'' •O-- - ,,-, ·, ~- ' • - ,... ,jl ' • 
., .. ,._,.,.,, .. ,, ......... - ... ,· ...... ,-
•.,I. 
Now that the recording process of the classical hologram 
has been described, it remains to be shown that the holo-
- --- _______ _-;.:.c--~~ 
gram will reconstruct to give us useful information. about __ ----------------
the original object. 
. ., 
' 
The positive hologram is now placed in the former 
·object plane P1 and illuminated with collimated monochro-
matic light. It is found that an image of the original 
object will appear in the plane P2 , the plane.in which.the 




't t, ..... Pl 
Diffractioi Pattern. 
. .. Reconstructed Image 
r 
. - '!·-
Figure 8 -~-- -~ --- -- :-- -------.=--!..-· - ---·· ·;_= ·-. - j .;... - -- • 
. . ~ R~con-struct~rig ~the-=.tma:ge--us·ing ·t-he-- ci·ass·ic~-1---helog-r-~.- --· _... -- _,. - · .... . : ,. ·- . ..- . . - - - ..... 
. 
.. . 
._.-·· -· ! 
"'· 
·by .the. hologram-, in plane P1. must have some coinpone;nt··thaCt· 
is~ replica of the original wavefront that was generated 
-/ . 




_--_._ ~--~ ·_-. _____ ... -~ ----#-- by the obj.eat an-d c-apturea on the hologramr.fdur_ing the re--- ·- ·- ..... _______ ·- -- -·- ---· ····----•,··---· - --- .. -. 
. . 




. I ~ r-----------J;~-constxuc t ion pro.ce as __ s impiy ____ as __a ___ de l ayed -con tinua.~t-=-:1=-· o=---=n=--=---_t ---,.-_...;..._..:__ __ ___L 
-·--·-·-· .... - _,,_ .. 
.. - -·- - -- ····-· . --- --
· of the original wavefronts caused by the object. 1 Recalling 
- that dispersion in the space between. P1 and p-2 , ~ntroduced 
t ... 
- - ---- - - .•. ·- - ' .. ' 
' 1 · · . 
' " -E. Leith and J. Upatnieks",· "J. Opt •. Soc. Am. ,· 52,, 
-----·- .-]']25(.1962). 
. -, ·-.-,.. . 
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·a phase fac~or ,<t,n) during the recording process, .by C • • 0 • 
' : · , ___ · , ·placing the hologram in plane' P1 , we again have· dispeI'sion .. ·. _· _._ ... '. }'.'. .: ... '. .... --.,· - ·•·· 
. 
· M··in· the space between planes P1 and P2 which introduces this 
.- ----- -------------· 
. - .. 
---- - -·---
- - - - - -
- ~--- ··~-~---- -- -
·phase· factor -F·(·t-; n) into the reconstruction process. 
- --- ·------------~~1------•-
-
.... - - ------------ --
- -----·- --- .. - --· ---~- --~·---------- .. ---- -Con·sid'e'r' ___ fhe ____ terrii Sb (sr*f) * of ,equation ('12) 1 
(12) 
when operated ~pQn again by this phase fadtor·.. It can be 
written, 
•. 
or in terms of Fourier transfo·rms as 
~ (13) . * * * . . sb(s *£) *f = G'[sbs (-~,-n)F (-~,-n)F(~,n) l r r . 
. 
' 




----------- * * 
.. - . ~. . ... ; form pair; so do sr ,Sr (-~ 1 -n) •. Th-e--same rea·soning 1~ ~ppl1ed 
to f and f*; The Fourier transform of s.b is stil.l sb 
-- -- ---- -;--·- because we assumed the bias term to be, constant -relati·ve' 
• ·-. --~-" -- ..... ,.~ - -,~·--=-·-=·::c~:c_ ~· .. io ·the .. other factors.- Since the same optica! _ _12_a~J1~ J~ng_tll· _· __ ·: -~~ -· ~ . .: . ----- - ---·--·-···-·--·-----·--· 
---,--------- -- ., 
. .. 
. 
was a~~sumed between object and piate ·and'- be{twe~n ho!Ogram ·, 
., 
.,. 
..:.....~., ------- and. reconstruction, the dispersion takes place over the 
. - . -
- ·--- - ---- --· 
- -- - -:.==·~-:~==·::_--'~":.=~~,~~~~-~-,~~same -d-is~tan·ce·· -U-zH · ifi~ :F9G0:t"ding arid reC0l1StrU~1:iOn • For this 
t 
' 
----···------ - . ·- ----·-----




.. - ' )~ 
reason Fis a synunetrical function whose mil,gnitude. equals 
.. -· . ···-
\ 
. 2 F*(-~-,.-n)F(~,n) = fFI = 1. 
- -~ -~· ·- - --~-----. ·- -------~-
------'--- ~-- ---
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Under this condition, equation (13) reduces to, 
. \ . •, 
' 
·- - . -- -- . -·· 
- --- ____ ___,,. •• ,. ~-,---~·-- • .L --
--· ___ .. , ... • --· 
· s C s f ) * * f . ~ ·~ C s s * C - ~ , - ri ) 1 b r* b r 
~ ~ ---= 
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---- -------·------ --- --- - ------------ ----- ----~~~~~-- -- -- -:= -~ b Sr . . ( X ' y ) ·I _____ _____.. __ ' . --~ 
-------------- ·-----. 
\ I 
·---·---··- -- - ---- ------·---------------
If Sr is· assumed to be a real function, Sr,(x,y) 





Clearly, this is just the original modulation signal mul-
tiplied by the constant sb which, during·;he reconstruction 
process, forms a real image1 in plane P2• By an argument 
similar to the one above, it can be shown that the sb(sr*~]*f 
/ term does not result in a real solution and therefore. _does 
. 
n_ot contribute to the rea-1 image in plane P 2• It turns · 
out that this term p~oduces a_ congcugate or virtual image in 
plane PO a distancezf rom plane P, on the oppo~~ te side of· :· 




. --- -- .... - -
- -- --- - -
·~ 
..i • I. 
p~ane P2. 
It can be concluded that t_he image_ forined _ a:t P 2 is· that 
of the origina·1 object sr plus some .-·cons~ant sb terms which 
do not·affect the appe~rance of the·image. Undesired terms 
also appearing in the image plane are the conju~ate image 
i.:: ===-····==:::~~~_::t::~rfn SbS,r*(x,y) arid a ·n6ise·te;i:n{ fsr*rf"2~--It is found 
- - -
. ··-·-----····--···· ·-·-········----·-- .. 
--·- --------·----·-··------
_________ ,. _____ · · -·· that the first of these. is an unavoidable component in the 
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1A virtual image is that produced by wavefrorit~ appear-ing to diverge from the image and is the type of image seen • • in a mirror e 
A real image is that produced by wavefronts converging to form the image and is the type of .. image that can be projected on a screen. 
- - } _ _, , ·-----·-- ···-··· 
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classical reconstruction, but· the second or • noise term can . 
... 
·be minimized by the proper design of the physical system 
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· ....... ------- -V. . CONSTRUCTION OF CONTINUOUS. ·TONE HOLOGRAMS 
' .,.. . 
Exactly half of · the information content of an object is· lost 
when its image is recorded as a clas~ical hologram. This 
occurs because of the photographic plate's ability to re-
cord only ampli-tude information, losing all· phase information. 
Another disadvantage of the cla-ssi·cal- hologram is that to 
insure an acceptable degree of clarity in the reconstructed 
- . .. --·----- ---~-- -·· - - . - - . ... -·, - . ---· - - -
.. image-, it was necessary to choose a subject that transmitted 
J'-
.most of the light undisturbed. This led to the assumption · 
that the bias light signal sb was much larger than the mod-
. ulation signal s , and consequently the _I)oise term, Is * f ( 2 r 
was minimized with respect to .. ,the desired ·information signal • 
.. , ' 
Thus the Gabor, or classical method is suitable only for 
special, uncomplicated ob-ject_s. A third disadvantage of 
the classical technique~is that, during the reconstruction 
·-=....:··--- ----------------- - - . - - -- -
- - - -- -- . 
.. .. ---- - ·-· .~ 
-·-·-····--····--······ -- .. --process, the real and virtual images~were coaxial, one 
• 
- -- --· -- ----·- -- -·- .. ,._ .,. ~~- ---·-- ~ 
,. 
----~---- ....• . ..... - ,• -- ·---,.-·-- -·----·-- ---------- . 
····-------
- -- . __..._ -- -
. ... ... -- - -- . - . - -- --- . ~ - .. .. - -- -- ~. -: . 
int.erfering wi-th-· the . o-ther. · A method developed by Lei th 
and Upatrlieks permits hi(Jh quality recOI"lstructi~ to be 
,. ) ~. 
made of objects having continuoµs tone transmittance.· tinder 
certain conditio~s ~tris even possibl~ to obtain recon-
-
structions --~£ ~p~q~_e _ ol?j_ec~~-·- ___ -~-h-~~----~-~_9hn.,~_g~e ~-~ ~PQW11 ____ ~-~ __ 
--------------·--·-·····--------- - .. - -· --··-
----·- -- - - . ·- . ,. - -- ·-·- --
- --- -
.. 
-- .... - ~ 
.......................... ~-· .. ··--··--~-.. --... .,........ .. -- . . . ' 
- . 
· --eo· - A-_ singl·e,,· .. : colli"rrtefted, ·ct5herent·, morioch·r-omati·cf--·-·1-igh·f ·- ····-·· . -·-· ---·------"··-~·-···----·· ···-
--···-·- . - - - - ______ 1, -----·--· --· .. -----
isource is again .~sed in the two beam approach, but the 
original single beam is split into two beams by means of 
pri~ms, mirrors, or beam splitters.. (Figure 9) It is 
··--- -- -
necessary to use a single coherent li~ht source rather 
: j 
...... - --· ···-· 
··•--•·-.,-co~-·,---,~· - --=-· -_• · -- · · · ·-- ·-~-----·--···- __ . -~- ··--·~-.~-----···---·~, ... _,_ ·--' _ 
----- - -·······-· -·-·-···· --· ---- - -- - -
-. - - - - -
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__ ._, ... ---.~.:..:...::c..... ______ _.. ___ - ~-----. ------·-------------·-·--·:.·. - •. •· 
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than two separate sour(?es· because a dire·ct--·ph-a-se--re-la-ti-e-n------~ 
. . . .: . - . 1:1hip between the t,wo beams must .exist. .. 
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Methods of beam splitting. 
-------;----------------------_-- - as- a beam sp-1 i t-ter --W-ill. b.e described .It This discussion 
cc·)-
'· 
• .J-. _ __,,_ -- ..... 
-
----- --- . --
- - -- - -- -
• 
' 
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applies to the other methods as well, but it is helpful· 
to consider the simplest case. 
An object is placed in plane P1 and the prism is 
- -- -- . -----
J. - -. - . 
,i.:. ---· -.s-------- - - placed in the same plane. It need not be in the same plane, 
· · ···· ------··------_:_ _______ but, for simplicity,· we assume that it is. A por.tian of _ ·
-- .. 
-·---··-· . ·-·--
·-···-·-·----- - •- ·-----------------·---, -··-
··-
· ·-·- -~-- ........ -- -···---·--- -
·' · 
. ----·- . - --~ . ---~-·. 
------- - . .. -----:-_ - - -------
----··----·---···--·-
- .. -- -· ----- .. - ---~-~·.:;-_:--:::::._~--:_=::."::.=-._ . c··-•,-_,,___. ·:·..:.:::..:,_:-___ ~- -. -· -- . ---
-- ----··------. ---·~-----·-·· --
-
------····-···-. - - ------
--= ---=.---=~· ._. ·-~ J __ 
·~-~ ~~---L~ 
.. . 
, ,I • • • 
- ~ .. · -2 8. 
· - the original collimated beam wi11·· pass through or around 





. ~ ' '~ -: ·• . 
--~onventional Fresnel diffra~tion image in plane P2 • 
- - - - - ------------ ---- ---- ---
·- - -·-- ··-·- --···- .--~- --- -- --
• 
-: ·-~- --
standard photographic plate will record the real amplitude 
of the Fresnel diffraction pattern in plane P2 just as it 
did in the production of the clas·sical hologram. Now con-
-, 












sider the part of the beam passing through the prism which 
is deviated toward t.he object beam by some angle Q.; This 
beam is known-as R, the reference beam. At some distanc~_z-
from the object the reference beam will intersect the object 
beam, designated::o. 
. - --- .. -- - .. --- ·- . . ;._. - . 
. ----- --·--- =- - -- ·-- -
Consider the result of two. coherent, monochromatic, .. 














This effect can be demonstrated by removing the object from 
the object beam and observing the two beams_ in a plane per-
pe:q.di91;1J.~-~ t9 _t;l]._Ea .obj~c1: _l:>e_am. at the di-stance "z" where the - ___ ..... :.. •..• ,-.... -._-.. ---·- ............. -· .. --~-- --·~·--:-- . . 
. - ·---- -- --- -----··----- - - --··-~ ··r--
...... --Ai..._ .... - -- ----L ··- --- - ..... ~-- .. - .. --~- •-1--_ 
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Figure 10~ intersection ot two plane light-wave~. 
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____ s_ince the· reference beams arid the object beam were 
~ :-_i· .Qriginal.ly parallel·, and the reference beam was deviated 
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structively at some points along -the--·y··---·-axi-s--·ana--a-e·s·tJ:uc·tj;ve-i-y-- - ·-
.. ·-.:: ------ --- - .- - --_ 
A 4 ~ • - • 
'I .. -~ .-,_ 
'" 
at other points along they axis. This results in a series. 
of parallel additions and cancellations e>f_ inten~t tY which 
are known as "Young's. Fri~ges". (Figure 10b) The distance, 
-d, between two successive maxima or two successive minima 
b ·1 h t b . lb can e eas1 y sown o e given y 
(13b) d = sin Q. 
A 
, 
where- A is the \(_avelength of the light and~ is the angle 
.. 
between the object beam and the reference beam. If we 
conside~ the y axis as analogous to the - time axis o·f a.· 
similarly varying function where distance between successive 
















~------c_ase. .. of __ g ___ ep~ci~).~~i. yarying function,_with period "d", we 
··----,. --. --. . . ·------ ---l-·----- ...... . ..... - -- ··------·-··""-· - ----...a.,:...:.: . .:·~:.-··-' __ .,.__·-
have 
' .. 
. .,/, . 
1 A 
" = d = sin 4· ' 
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-- -wave, the fe·f erence beanl, w,i th the irregular object beam 
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-· 
1K. s. Pennington·, "Microwave·s", October, 1965 •. 
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(iaused by dispersion between 'the obje·ct plane· and the plane 
• - - .... _ ............ ----···· -· ----: •• < ••• 
. . ·• 
. ,, 
.. 
of intersection P 2 • We again have interference in the plane 
of intersection, but it no longer consists of uniform par-
. 
allel fringes. If- c~n be saf~ t~at this process (Figure 11) 
(, 
constitutes a modulation process whereby the regular fringe 
pattern is modulated by information about the object. 
distance 
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intensity 
. Figure 11. Spacial modulation of Young;' s Fringes. 
. ., 
I• 
Qua~ita"tively, 'the ref~rence wave is described by 
' (_ 
ER= ERej(y. This describes a plane parallel
1 w~efront 
impinging on a· plane at some angle Q.. (Figure lOa) As 
'· 
. ; "' . 
· shown before, the phase varies sinusoidally~along they 
.i...:. S1. n .. Q. . . 
- a.,~- -- . --·· --.- -
~--.- .. - •.•• ·~ - • .... -"': ',:- ,i .. 
~axis at a_spacial frequen~~-v = A. ~ Analogous to a.· 
---- - ~ ___ ,.. _______ ----~ - ---· -··-·-,:_:· ... .--. .-· .. ~~--'-·····- ----··-
temp6ral -(time dependent) electrical carrier wav~, jwt e , 
- --------- ------
- -- ---~--------.--~-' . -- -
---·-·--· 
-------- -·----~~ we have here a spacially.dependent electromagnetic carrier 
J Just as the temporal radian frequency is given 
.;"', -
by- w = 2,r f, the spacial radian frequency ~- _is __ des(?ribed,w PY- -·:·: -·, _., __ ~ 
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. t = 271'" = 271' . A • 
- ·: - -- - ----, -----
S'-------------e. obj'ect modified wave (Figure 10a), e.g., the 
modulation information, can be described· in the plane of 
~. ~- . ·- ·- ... . .. 
: ./.,. 
,' .. , ' 
·1' '.-·· 
·' 
- -~intersection with the reference beam by the comp·lex function 
.. 
. E0 (x,y). The complex amplitude distribution i.n the plane 













' ,., ... ' 
reference beams·: 
. . 
• •···p ,,J •·•· ~ •• •-· ' -·-'""'.-'" •'·'" "I -·~·~r•• 
. '. 
'' .. . ~-·----~ ·-- ,,_. _ __,, __ ; ·• ; .. - . ........ .... .,. ,,. ... y 
.• 
.. .. -· _,,· ... ,...,.~...:,; ............. -.---- .. . 
. . . 
. .. 
--- -- ·B·y placing a photographic -plate·· in th·e pl-ane -of inte:r:·sectiori;-------·------- -
we can.reco:i;d the real amplitude, 




It is important to note equation (14). The significant 
property of a hologram of this type is that terms three and 
r-
-four record directly, not only the amplitude of the modu~ 
) . ·, -
lation information, but also .the phase, information. This 
occurs in the product of the modulation information E and 0 . ·" 
. ~ . ~ E~ and the spacial car~ier terms ·E8eJ Y and E8e-J Y. Thus 
the hol.ogram serves __ pq_th as a ntµ{er to -p-roduce ~- -sp~eial 
waveform from a temporal one, and also as a storage device 
' 
- . - - -· 
. ... _ _.) ··,-
- . -- ~-
for·preserving the waveform. 
. - . 
·,. 
./"' . 
~,,-·····---.. ·· - --- . ··--··- -·- -···-- - . ~- ... _, .: "'" --- --·- -
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. - 32. 
.v1·.· .. RECONSTRUCT.I-ON OF THE; IMAG·E · FROM A CONTINUOUS TONE HOLOGRAM 
, I 
. ... 
As discussed in the previous section, a hologram formed 
. ; .. - .. , -·· . 
function, 
'· . 
In order to reconstruct an image of the object, we illum-
inate the hologram with a collimated monochromatic light 
wave of····wnplitude.?B. (Figure 12) 
Hologram First Order 
Zero Order 
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Figure 12. Zera and first order reconstructed images. 
~. ? ... - •. 4 - • 
- • 
- _____ .. __ .,....,. ___ "'••~ .. --
. _,.. - ~- - . 
'r 
The light eme.rg ing f r.~m _ the op:go-5_it_e:··---side.---0f-~---"t;;~e--hologr.arn ----~--------·-II-----------'-"--'-----~--·- . - . --------
* 
·is described by the function CXX. 
C 
This function is just 
I 
.. 
( 15) cxx* ,.; c I E
0 
(x, y) I 2+cE~ +CE0 {x, y) ERe -j ty +CE: (x, y) ERej ty. 
- -·- .- - - - . -
·- - -- -·--·--
--- -------- - - - --- --- . --- --- . ----
--· -·-- .. -·- . --------··· --- -- -
-
-
It can be seen that the first two terms in this expression 
.· 
•·· --------- -
- -- -- - .. ---· -- . ---·------·---- --··---·· - -
-- --- --------'-eombi-ne to f-erm a. reeonstruc-tJ:-on··-ttrat is· ess-entially t'hat· 
produced during the reconstruction of classical hologram. 
-----
--- --- •. -- . The last two terms in (15) are caused by the fine line struc-
ture of the modulated interference fringes. They result 







· of reconstruction, P3 , and are kn~n as first o~~r diffi~c~ 
... 
' . - ----.... :. 




·tion images. The two sidebands ate displaced on opposite 
-s-ides of the· region of conventional r~onstruction and are 
I 
--- - . . -·- ---·- ----------- - ---
- " ' -· ---· . -- i 
. . 
. :: '.• 
---:free from any undesirable noise or- double images. . 'Dhe 
term E
0 (x ,y) e -j F,,y reconstructs the original"' wav~front 
. * . E0 (x,y) on a spacial carrier - F,, and the term E0 (x,y) eJ F.Y 
* 
. 
· reconstructs the conjugate· E
0 
(x,y) of the original- wavefr.orit 
on a spacial carri~r + ~ __ • ___ .. The £irst of these produces a-
wavef-ront diverging from the hologram and consequently a 
virtual image of the obj~¢t at a distance z on the 
. -·-. ' . - - - ~- . ____ ,, 
side of the hologram toward the illuminating source. It 
can be easily seen by looking through the/bologram. as though 
-it were-a window and_ usin~ a lens. to focus the im~ge. 
(Figure 13) The second term produces a converging wavefront 
and consequently a real -image of the opject on the side of 
the hologram at a distance z opposite the illuminating souree. ___ 
- -- - - -- --- --------... --- ·--- -·-----------.-·. ------·-·------------~ - -- --- . ------
-- --- ·---------. 
- ------....--··-·- --- -- - ---
---······-· --·· .. 
-- -· - - ------ - --- -
- "-Tne real image can be recorded directly without· a lens, by 
. . . 
. _... - . ...... - -
plac~~g ~ photographic plate in-plane P3• (Pi~uie 13) . 
-~-~--===-- --~------------
,, 
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An interesti~g property o~ a continuous tone holog_~am 
_) 
is seen when it is contact printed to produce a positive· 
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reconstruction. With· the continuo_us tone hologram, however, 
both the negative and positive hol·ograms produce identical· 
"positive reconstructions! 
Leith and Upatnieks 1 noted that the two sideband images 
. 
- - ·-
result from the assumpt.ion of the photographic plate as -
a square law recording device. If this is-not true in 
practice, higher order diffracted wavefronts are produced 
which form a.ddi tional _ off axis images spacially· separated 
~ 
. 
from the first order images·. Thus, the first order images 
are not degraded by these higher order terms. 
-- ---- - ---~-- ------- - -· ------ ----------- --
'----- --~---,. ---=--
-- - ----- - - ·- - - -· ----- - -·- -- - --- - - --- ---- - -·-
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]380(1963). 
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VII. A .. -DESCRIPTION ·OF THE EQUIPMENT 
The equipment :used in our experime·nts is shown ·in · 
Figure 14. The laser is an English Electric Valve model 
.. ----
. ,, 
- ·-- ·-------··- ----------~ -~--- ___._• ,~-----
,) 
XL 612,_ D.C. excited. Neon-Helium ga,-filled laser. Output 
is continuous plane polarized light in the visible red. 
region of the spectrum ( 6328i) • Appendix B describes phys-. · !· 
ical and electrical data pertinent to the laser's operation. 
The resonating cavity and associated adjustment mechanism 
was designed at Lehigh University and incorporates two 
- one-inch diametefr mirrors 'dielectrica.11y- coated for maximum 
reflection at 6328g. 
" -
' ', One of the mirrors has a radius of curvature of one 
meter and a reflectance of about 98._% at 63285(. The other 
mirror has a .radius of- curvature of thr~e meters and a re-
-- ' 
flectance of about 100% at 6328i. ' The laser specifications 
give the maximum light power output in the range C?.f one 
- - ... _ 'II_. - - ... - '-; 
___ -- ~--- - - --to th-ree -m-illiw-att:s when operating the laser in a multi-
mode condition. However,. in . order to preserve both the 
temporal and the spacial coherence of the beam, it was 
_,, ' ........... ___ .. necessary t~ ~perate c,~-~e - laser in ·a single axial mode con-· 
-·-- -·------- ~-.. - -
ciil:-"iofi ___ fTEir-~, This concfi-t1.on~·-.. eGGa~s -near the- th-J:eshold 00 • 
~----· _:__ .. . . -'---'--'-~-"'--'-"-~ .... _. ·-"--
,-'. .......... _'. -· -----
- -
.. r-- . - ··- ---...!~::.:.-.... - --~-~ .... ~-:-?~-.,:-.-. ~ !', ... of oscillation.and results in much less than one milliwatt 
light power output. .... 
The output beam from the laser is reflected from~two 
' 
··optically flat front surface mirrors, the purpose of·which 
is to raise the lateral height of the horizontal beam to 










14. 3qui men Jsed in recording the holo~rams. 
1 .Power s : !) ly 
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... :.c::.c..=· .. :: small point' but because· of lens aberrations, and---abe:rrations from precedimg optics, not all the light is focused to the same point. A pinhole of about O .1 nun diame'ter is p.laced . 
. . 
· in the focal plane of the objective and serves to eliminate some of these stray light rays, caused by aberrations. A second three-inch diameter lens of focal length 76. 7· cm • placed the optical bench 
-tha·t ··its focal· 
1S on 
so .. --- -·. -· .. . .... point is coincident with the focal point of thj microscope objective. The beam emerging from this lens system is then 
-collimated. (Figure 15) 
Pinhol.e -~-- -- -~-
I 
I -·--·-----t:. -- ~~_:___ ___ _ 
\c....._--76. 7 -
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-Figu~e 15. Optics for .collimation of t·he laser beam. 
By placing a Herschel wedge in the upper part of the collimated beam, (Figure 9a) we achiev.e ~ beam splitting· . . . ~ . J ef fec1:. · Which will cause convergence of the two parts p?i-. 
_____ ...... 
---








i'. c\ • 




mated-beam. We then can consider the portion of the colli-mated beam that passes through the wedge as the reference beam and the "portion that passes through the object as the 
~i 
0 
~-.. -· ... ··- ··. -
fj . 
38. 
- ·,-----~ - ' . - ' -------· --
.. 
----- ---
~• - - ·---·~-:-- -----.-·--r =-~-- •·,-.-- ---c- -- • - - _._,,, -· - --~- , .. -.~-
' , - --.-' ,.,_ I 
·- · object beam. · By placing a Praktika !V - F single lens 
. ' 
reflex camera, with the lens removed, in ·the plane a dis-
., 
· tance "z" from the object plane, the interference pattern· 
~1· . ~ - ~ . . • . 




"' . ·- . 
. , 
, oped imag'3 of the interference pat.tern consti-tutes · a hologram. 
It should be noted that the Herschel wedge and.the colli-
f 
mat.ing lens introd.uce additional. aberrations into the beam. 
The experimental arrangements pictured in Figures 9b and 9c 
should produce holograms superior in quality to the arrange-
ment of Figure· 9a because- the aberrations arising from the 
wedge ·and collimating lens are eliminated. Because of the 
, 
limited availability of equipment, however, we were lim-
ited to the use of the arrangement of Figure 9a. 
'. t .. \. 
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. . VIII. TH-E· PHOTOGRAPHIC EMULSION 
. -..I.,. 
•. ·1 ' 
· C~l6ulation of the distance between successive ~axima 




--between the refe-rence(b beam and the undisturbed object beam,. 
. 
~ that is, the object beam without an object present, gives 
a rough estimation of the resolution requirements of the 
photographic film necessary-for recording the hologram. 
From equation (13bf, 
·-
where A is the wavelength of the illuminating light, "d~ i-
the distance between successive maxima or minima, and ---···;;-·· 
" & is the angle between the object beam and the reference 
beam. In our experiments,~' the angle of the deviation of 
,.. 
-the Herschel wedge was 10 degrees, A , the wavelength of 
the light was 6329i or 6.328 x 10-7 meters. Therefore 
we have, for "d", 
,. 
d = 
6.328 X 10-? 
0.174 = f. 64rx 10-6 m. 
This requires a resolution of at least 284 lines per mili-
meter. Since standard. photographic emulsions have a resol-
ution capacity of only about 100 lines per milimeter, spec-
·~· 
·:· ;: 
. . ,.· 
----·------~----·-------~---
-- . - -
· ial, high resolution f"ilm-- or ___ pfates must be used to record 
the hologram. 
Kodak Type 649F high resolution, high contrast film 
is specified by the manufacturer to have a resolution 
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---- --·-fo; holographic applications. The major disadvantag~- of . 
using 649F film is its extreme insensitivity to light. 
Ordinary photographic film has- an ASA sensitivity rating of 
·······--- -
-··-·--
__ ,. --···· 
-·-·-- ---
, ...... 
25-200, but 649F film has an ASA sensitivity rating of 
about 0.03. This means that long time exposures (two to 
fifteen minutes) are·necessary in the hologram recording 
process with a low light power axial mode laser. Since 
holography is ·essentially an interferometric process, ex-
treme physical stability of the object and recording film 
is necessary for relatively long periods of time. For this 
reason, most of our holograms were made late at night, 
during the times of least structural vibration. 
_ Best results were obtained when the exposed 649F film 
·was developed in Kodak D-19 developer for six minutes at 
70°F, washed for thirty seconds, and fixed in standard Kodak 
Fixer for about seven minutes. 
' . 
------ -..... ----- - ~- -- -- --~-
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. ' ' i,,I,_., 
/A microscopic view of the· interference patte~n rec·or.ded 
" by the ·intex-section of the reference becim and the object 
_____________ .. __ _ 
_____________ . ____ Qeam with no QJ;>ject present is shown in figure 16a. The - - ----- - - -- ·- ------· --- -
- _,, ... r·---'-·. •- • -·---. --·· ·-· .. -····- --------· 
---·--- _.-.-0. -·. 
. V interference pattern consists solely of regular p?1,ralle1----_ -_ --~---
fringes known as Young's Fringes. These fringes may be 
considered to.be the simplest possible hologram because 
they contain no info·rmat~on about any· object. They recon-
struct to .form zero and first order diffraction images con-
sisting of undisturbed· .patehes of light at. a distance "z" 
·from the hologram. "z" is just equal to the distance be-
tween the object plane-~nd_the plane of the recording film 
when the hologram was recorded. 
By placing a simple photographic transparency _i~_ ~h~ ___ ---~·--- __________ _ 
object beam, an interference pattern is obtained similar 
.... to that shown enlarged in figure 16b. It can be seen that 
the regular fringe pattern has been modulated by the in~ 
______ -~ _ -. - formation from the object. This spacial modulation produces 
.,_ • 
the visible.irregularities in fringe contrast and shape • 
... -- --- .. -

















fl -.. :-_·-~--- ____ --··--·--.. --~--- _____ ,. _ . __ .. _'1:'l.l,~ first objec.°b" .Used in .ou;r'. expe-r-i-men-t·S····Wa-s·-----the---·----------.. -----·· .. ·--~cc, .. _ ...... ---. ·-···----·---····'· -·· · f 
b.:-~~-------JP~h~ ... O--t--o-graphiG- ~t-an-s-pa-ren-cy shown printed in figure 17a. 
'· r 









and placed directly in the object beam in the same plane as 
the Herschel wedge. The reference beam, refracted by the 
we.dge, and the object beam intersected at a distance of 
about 60 centimeters from the object. The hologram·was 

























-Fig. 16. Interferenc ,, ttern showin (a) un'11odu-
lated or Young 's Frin e attern nd (b)frinue 
p ttern slightly modul ed by si~ o ~ ct . 





!ig . 17. ~olo gra~ of t~anspare~t letterin ) on a 
ar~ back ;:round. (a) Original object ; (b) holo-
~ra~ ; (c) reconstructed real image . The origi-
nal object was 2.4 x 3. 5 cm.; t he di stance be-
twe_en the ho l ogram and object planes was 60 cm. 
Ho]o ~ram rec ordi.]1 exnosure ti~A was 5 ~in . 
,, 
43 • 
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--- -·- -- - -
recorded by placing a lensless cc;unera holding .35nun 649-F 
film directly in this plane of convergence and then exposing . 
.., 
the film for about two minutes. The resultant hologram 
is shown in figure 17b. Note that the fringe irregulariiies 
similar to those of figure 16b are visible only under the 
microscope. It can be seen from these illustrations that 
straight lines on the object-. are somewha·t preserved in a 
hologram formed by direct illumination of the object. This 
occurs because the diffraction pattern of a straight line 
.... 
is a series of fringes parallel to the.original line on the 
object. 
The.reconstruction of this hologram is pictured in 
figure 17c. The reconstruction was formed by illuminat~ng.:_ 
• f ;, • , ' • , ' ' • I ·, ~-; •, '.~ 'J ~. I ', . I .' 
the hologram with the collimated laser beam. A reference -
beam is not necessary for the recons.truction. A real image 
. }.( 
. !l formed about sixty certi.meters on tne side of the hologram 
opposite the laser light source in the off-axis position . 
c:;----.-~ 
of the first diffraction order. The real image was recorded 
dire~tly by placing the_lensless camera containi~g standard· 
:-.. ... . 
-- ---Plus-X -fil-rn ln the plane of the image • 
. 
Using an eyepiece, it was possible to view the virtual 
- -- ---· -······ ·- .. ---
- - - - .. ---·----· - -
,, 
. - I. 
~--------------- -- . -
---------· --- - . 
.......... --.--.,·--·----···· ( 
, .. ' 
a window. Since __ it is .PlQre_ dif_f_i_c_ul_t ____ to_~pho_tog.rap.h.ica-ll-y---·------~-- --c----
... 
record a virtual image of this type, only. the real image 
was recorded. 
Observe.the criss-cross rectangular p~~~ern superim-
pos~d on the recons·tructe·d transparency of 17c. It is 




• I , . 46. 
... 
·· · --.---····--~:-,-,·--believed that· this was caused by variations in the thickness 
of the cover-glass slides between which the original trans-. 
parency-was mounted. 
·one may wonder why· t:ne···recons·tructio.n ~ppears to·b·e · 
the negative of the original transparency. This is not 
re~~ly the case, since a reversal occurred in printing the 
transparency to obtain figure 17a. Actually, the hplogram 
·/ ,, 
reconstruction is positive relative to the original trans-
parency. 
.-
' . ' - -----·--·--·---~----,-·~~-.---- ----- ~---- .. - Using th-e- two---:beam interferome_tric _t_echni_q1.1e, it is 
----~--------------------·-- .. -· ·--
' . ' 
possible to record in hologram form obj ect·s with continuous 
tone transmittance; that is, objects with varying shades 
.. , 
of gray. A much more complicated object than that of·figure 
17 is shown in figure 18. The original print of a rail~ 
-
road scene is illustrated in figure 18a. A hologram is 
produced using the original 35nun negative and a process 
, ' 
identical with that used in producing the hologram of figure 
17. An exposure time of ten minutes was necessary because 
. of the . increased density of the object. The hol_ogram of the 
. -· . .- , ~-···---- - ·-- --·-·-. -
--··· --· 
railroad· scene showri iii figiiie 18b has very little visible 
correspondence with t-he Otiginal object~ because of ~ 
----- -- ----
------~-~------·----
When it~·- is 
J 
- -- ··- --- ----- - -··. 
' 
----~ ----------
degree of modulation of the fringe pattern. 
... ----- . -------· ·-·. ~-~~~~-
! 
~ -• . 
. . 
------------------~_econstructed to form. figure. 1-8-c-7 - the original pictu-r·e again 
becomes visible. 
···-·--·----- •.•.• ..,._.,_.-•-.. •-c-•'"-~-·c_--•,•·-c--. ..-,:,••••··-.•--.:·••-· •--···•r-c"~•-,,.;>c,a,···-·-:-- ········-- --:,.,.,--, · "",:---•· .,_ -=-·-- ··,,;.,.· .•. ;--., -- --... -.,.,-~.,,.-.,.,-. ,._ ._._ . ..,._ ...... ,,., ... ·' 
-- ._:-.- .. --- .. -- ·----- ---'---"---·--·--=--,;.:..._~ "'· ·.-=·--, ·-.. --------' - '.,··- - . 
It should be noted that the concentric circles appearing ... 
on the holograms are not formed by the original object but 
are ... a result of· diffraction of the_ object or reference 
r 47 
(a 
~' i g . 18 . Holo i ram of a continuous tone object. (a) 
Ori ~innl object ; (b) holo gra~; (c) reconstruc-
tP.d real image . The original object was a 35 mm . 
transnarency of dimensions 2.4 x 3.5 c~ . Holo -
~:ra;J r ecordin ,; exposure time was 10 minutes . 
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. . 
; beams from dust particles on t.he len·ses · of ·the optical system. 
When the method of h~logram construction discussed apove 
is utilized, that is, direct·illuminationuof. the object by 
the collimated light b~am, then these spurious images act· 
in a manner degrading to the reconstructed image. 
The reconstruction is actually of better quality than 
_ appears in f i_gure _ 18c. The loss in quality occurs because 
the reconstruction is recorded in a manner identical with 
· that used to form figure l 7c(j and a reversal of the result 
- . - --·---- -·-·-· ---------, ... ' 
_ ----~ _ ....... ---------~·-···-···· -- -i-s necessary to produce a positive picture. Each reveiiil -
o,-~------
and recording process reduces the image quality • 
• 
The recording and reconstruction process producing the 
hologram----a-nd -t-he- r-econs-truct-ion --o-£ figures-- r9a and 1915----1-s·-----------· 
identical with that described previously except that the 
object in this case is three dimensional. The object con-
- - --- ---- ' - ,. .. -----· ---- ------------sis t e d of two twiste.d pieces of solder i-n two different planes 
about ten centimeters apart, both .~the same object beam. 
It can be seen from the reconstruction, however, that this 
------ -- -- - ·- ___ _:_ __ : __ :_~- - -_____ ,' --C'~ --- - . -· .. - - ~-· -· 
- - __ I_·_: ____ :__---.~---~-- g-ram w1.-il- reconstruct in two dimensions~ only. 
-· --,.-
. - ' ____ .. __. 
..... 
B. DIFFUSEO OBJECT ILLUMINATION-
,.,. ..... -~ -· ..... ---- ~ ~-.,~--~-,-·-· -~, -~' .- . .,, ...... ,.,_ .. , ........ - .. .-..... ~.--- ........... --··- .............. --..~,.--,.-,- ··~.--.. ···· ·-------··--~-·---··'"'--.~- .. - _-_ %._ .............. _-__ -.---. - - ~--· --~---~ ---- - --- - ":_~- .: 
-- dif-fusing element such as __ ari opal glass scr_een is placed 
. in the object beam between the laser light source -at1d the 
- object, causing the object to be illuminated with diffuse 
coherent light • 
____ ,, _______ • ..:;• ......... .......1-=-.~--"'.:.::-...:..=." .... ·.:;·.--· 
- - - -- - .... ;,,,. .. ., --· --·-~·----- ·--. 




--·. ···----··· - ··-·· Fi • 19. Holo ,:> ram of two twi ste·d p-i-eces or···· sc5lder 
in planes 10 cm. apart. (a) 1Iolo ram produced by 
the direct i l luminated· objec t s; (b) reconstruc-
ted regl ima ~e. Although the two pieces of sol-
de r may be consid ered to constitute a three di-
rn ension~l . opJect, the __ r_econst~ucted im9--ge formed 
by a holo ram proctuced y direct object illumin-
ation has onl two dimensionRl nronertjes . Holo-
~ . 








( b ) 
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~he coherency of the l~g~t. It-is true that the phase of 
the diffused light does vary from po,int to point over the 
.opal screen, but each point on ·the screen acts as a time 
invarient coherent light source. The illuminated opal 
screen, therefore, may be considered to. be composed of an 
infinite number of monochromatic light sources, each source 
emitting a mono·chromatic light wave of constant, but· not 
necessarily equal, phase relationship with every other 
.. ~.· . ~ ..... 
point·bf the·screen. Each point of the opal screen, then, 
--·-······- .. ··· 
-·-····- .. -·-·--,.-,.,,;-_...::..... _____ ,,....:..,~.·-·------ -----·, .... -.---··· -··-·------· .... ., . I I 
·-·---~- illuminates the entire obJect. 
An interference pattern, formed in the plane of inter-
-section of the direct reference beam and the diffused light 
.. 
. - -· -·· ----
. -- ·-·-·- ---- ·--------- -·--- ··-·· -
·-· --- - .. 
passing throu~the object,,: .. is record~on high resolution 
649-F film to produce a hologram. The hologram constructed 
.. ----- -- in this -mariner exhibits several unique properties. .When a 
'• collimated beam is passed directly through the hologram, 
" 
the reconstruced first diffractio~ order real and virtual 
imag~s of the object can.be viewed directly, without any 
-lens or projection system. The virtual image is viewed by 
-looking through th·e hologram as though it were a window, 
while. tl1e . real ..... im.ag_e ___ is~ s.een .. to.-be reconstr-uctea·. i-n- --s-pace ..... --·--···---·--·-------·----·--·---·------ ---· ----------~- - --· - .,.. ,--··---·· ---
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-tween--t.-he---ebjee-t----and-the---·ft-1m---dur!-rrg-_···_~rf~ .. -~-t~~gg tging~ .. ~p:r_oae:ss:-:···------·-: _________ , ______ -··--·-- -··--. .. --- ....................................... --· ·-·--·.- ........................... ··--····-· - .......... ---
. 
. 
.. ·----------·----·-------·-----------· - ......... ....... . 
----- --
...... - .... -----· ... ~-- -· ... -· 
______ _. ...... -.--------·-
-~----- - - --~ - - - -------- --
~--- - - .- ---
··---- ---"-----~-- --- ·-
-Of course the real image is easily recorded by placing.a -
ph~tographic film or plate directly in the plane of the 
real image reconstruction. 
The real and virtual images have these properties 
·' ,' ·, ..... , ... , .... 
\ . 
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because the original object was iliuminated by an infinite 
number of. coherent monochromatic sources, thus recording 
each point of the object on the entire hologram plate. 
The result~nt hologram may be broken up into smaller pieces 
and each piece will.reconstruct the entire object. As may 
be expected, holograms formed in this 1 ltlanner are almost 
impervious to scratches, holes, or practically any other 
defect that may occur. 
The modulation of this type of hologram is so great 
that, when viewed through a microscop~, no visible fringe 
structure is observed. The hologram has a uniform, mottled, 
appearance independent of the original object. 
Figure 20a illustrates the hologram- formed when the 
photographic transparency of figure 17a was recorded with 
diffused object illumination. The circular rings are caused 
by diffraction from dust p~rticles in the optical system, 
but are not particularly active in degrading reconstructions 
of holograms of the diffused illumination type. The recon--
struction picured in figure 20b was recorded by placing 
·th~ lensless camera holding Plus X film in the plane of 
reconstruction of the first diffraction or~ real ~~age 
- • --- -,,-,-- ~~ of, the diffused illumination hologram~ · •------ · ----- · ------------ -
.. ,,. ..... 
. 
-- --·-·· ---- -·- ---------- --- ---·--·-- --- -- -- ---
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. 
a relatively low-power output beam, requiring the use of 
. 
a ground-glass screen as the diffusing medium in place of 
an opal-glass ·screen. The higher light transmittance of \_,_,,_,, 
\ 
the ground-glass was necessary to prevent having to expose 






?"'i • 20. I1olo . ra:n formed with the object of l/ i • 
17a illu'Tiinated by dif:fused 11 ht. A ground 
0 lass diffusing screen wa s plac din the ob- · ject bea~ between t he laser and the object to 
produce t he holo cram (a); reconstructed real 
ima~e (b). Ho lo rra~ recordi . g ti~e ~as 4 min • 






( b ) 
? 
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;.-,.. -.. ' 
.. .., 
.., 
- -- -- - -- - ------ -----·---
--:----:------- · ... ~56·. 





----.-.-----recording· p·rocess. A major disadvantage of t.he·._,use of the .. -, 
ground-glass screen in place of an opal~glass diffusing 
medium is that the ground-glass is only partially diffusirig 
~----~ -~--
and gives the reconstructed images a "grainy" appearance • 
. ···- ·- -- -
By fa.r, the most interesting property of a hologram 
produced with diffused illumination is its ability to re-
cord and to reconstruct three dimensional images of three 
dimensional.objects. It was previously stated that a first 
order diffraction image reconstructs at a distance from the 
_____ .. ________ ·-·----~:.:.~-:~====··::·-------hol.og.r_am equal to .. the. distance between--the -ol:'ig-inal- ob-je-ot-- ---·-------------- -- ------· --------------
plane and the plane in which the hologram was recorded. 
Now suppose that two objects are placed in the same diffuse·d-
- - ·--- -·------- - --- - - --- --
----- - - ----
1 ight obj~ct beam arid- ·a- -hoiogralll is recorded--:i.n the plane 
1 . 
~--
of intersection of the object and reference beams. The holo-
gram produced _in this tnan~~r ___ will reconstruct real and vir-
- -----·------
---- --- --
tual. __ fir.st diffraction .order images o£ both oh;j.ects __ sim11l--_____________ _ 
taneously, but separated in space by the same distance as ~ 
we·re the two original objects. It is c-lear that in order 
~ 
to have produced images of this kind, the hologram must have 
been able to record information about the height, width, 
,' 
- ...... ---·-
and--aep-t-n----Gf---t-he-.. or.iginal ___ OQ~C~_§ .__ The two original objects 
------------------
- . 




- . -- ----
-1- ·-·--·· --~ ...... , .... ,,,,., __ ,,, .. _c_., ________________ ~, and""'"·the----spiice -between---them-- may- -j-ust- -a-s- eas i -ly -be,. -cons-id-ered-.:-. ·-· : ... =-~--·-····---------·---··--
---· -----·-· - - .. ·--- ----··---------





_________________________ -to_-be_ ·a ___ single three ____ dimensional __ object. During ___ !-l"l~ ;_~_c<:?:ri.- _ . __________________ _ 
··----- --- ----- - - -
struction phase, the three dimensiona1'real image reconstructs 
- ·-·- - - . 
in space behind the illuminated side of the hologram (oppos-
~-- i te the illuminating source) and may be viewed directly, 
without the use of optics. The virt-ual image may be viewed 
\" .·. '. 
:,I 
- ··-~- ·' :. . .., __ ,.i.~· 





. ' - ·-·--· - -'·· ..... 
-'·---' ---
... ;-·, 
' . di.rectly, without the use of optics. The virtual _image 
- ·----·-- - ---- -- --- ~ 
may be. viewed as readily by looking through the hologram 
., -···--- . ~- --- ' 
ii 
' 
as though it were a window. The virtual image appears 





--- ---·· .- --------·-------~--~----·----· ------------l 
to reconstruct 'in the space between the illuminating_ s_q~r~~------- -----~----- _J 
.. - - -;·.·· .. -·- : ·:- -~ .... ···--· -- -
·····-"'·-· ....... -~:------:-···-____.-, 
-------
and the hologram. 
An even stronger proof of the three dimensional prop-
erties of an image of-this kind is the fact that the images 
show parallax properties.identical with.those shown by 
a9tual three dimensional objects._ This enables the observer 
- ----· - t-0- .''-look -around'' a ne-arer ·part of· ·the -reconstructed image 
and see what lies b.ehind it just as one '.may move his head 
from side to side to view what lies.behind a ~eal object. 
- ------ ---- ----------·----· ----------·- .. . -- -·-- ··---··- . -----
- - - --- - - - - -
-----·--··--··-----··. ----·- --- -· - ---- - - ---
---- The hologram shown in Figure 21a was produced using 
as objects, small cardboard letters l'L" and· "U", each 
giued to a thin transparent glass plate and placed in the 
- ---- --- ~--------------~ ---· -- - -- .. 
r----
by about ten centimeters. The letter "U" was closest to 
the- ground-glass diffusing plate. The developed hologram 
was then illuminated by~the direct, co~erent, collimated 
laser ··beam causing the letters "L" and "U" to be reconstruc-
ted in planes separated by ten centimeters. The reconstruc-




::::-- _ __ ___ _ ____ _c_ __ - --=tion of -the letter .. "L °it -f Fl!!Jure 2 lb} ·· was recorded ·· by pl acing-- --,--,-- - --
------ ---- ... - . --- - ·--------
·-- ---,. -·----- ---·- -
... 
.--
standard photographi~ film in the plane of the first dif-
fraction order real image of the letter "L''. The letter 
"U" was recorded in an identical manner by moving the 
~ilm ten centimeters toward the hologram, into the plane 
of the letter "U". It can be seen that only one letter is· 

































( a ) 
...... -·-·--- -· - -· ---.. -- ·-
.,...~ ..... ' . 
rig. 21. Hologram (a); reconstructions (b) and (c) 
of a three dimensional scene consisting of card-
board obje cts , r11 11 anci "U", eac-0 about • 75 inch 
high and situated in plane s about 10 cm. apart. 
D1f rused object illumin t ·ion was used and holo-
gram recording time w s 4 minutes. The real ima-
ges were photo raphed t o produce (c) and (b) in 
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60. 
-- -- . -· -· ···- ·-
. background image., effect ·-. -- ,-- . ·--·- -· l .. !'. _, -·-·--- --:--- -·-·-
. . 
. 
that. occurs when we attempt to·f~-~r e!~s on_l,_otll_ (! __ ·---·--.--· · ______ .:..----"-~~-~, 
- ----~----- --- --•- ---------···----·---- --------;----,-------·-- ····------------- -------···-----·-·- -· ........... -· ~ 
. . ·-- .- . . 
near object .and a .di·s·tant objec.t directly· behind it at the 
- - -- --- ' --· - - - .. - . 
same time. -O_nly the near or the far object wil·l be in 
focus; not both simultaneously. 
It is a well known fundamental of optics that states 
that the depth of field increases wtth a decreasing dia-
meter lens of a given focal length. T·hus, a compromise 
" 
ean usually be reached whereby near object~~--~nd more .... Q.is-
-----·--· ~-·~--------- __ .·---.- ---
---- ·------·. 
tant c,pj_~ct·~-- 9~p _b~ aJ,.J.1J.9~1;- pe~f ectly _fo_cus_ed _en the_ r> 
------------·---------·- ------···---~ .......... - ~- .. -·-- . - . - . -
same plane. In photography,· this is accomplished by 
"stoppi·ng down" the lens opening or increasing the f number 
------------· -
. of· the lens. This same effect can be produced by ~,t·opping 
down the hologram as though it were a lens. It is accom-
II 
· plished by illuminating only a small part of the hologram 
with the colliM'ated beam. Since ·each small part of the 
hologram contains all the information necessary to recon-
struct an entire image of the object, be it two of three 
dimensional, no information is lost by doing this. 
--- -- -·--- -- ---- -----------· ---- --· - - -
·--------
- -
I 11 us tr a ted i~ figures 22a and -22-b are the reco-nst·ruc-
tions of a three dimensional hologram formed using as ob-
•, - ... ,._ ... ,,)",',........... -~---~-- ....... 
,,_ - ~ ~>-- -- _":--- --- .... 4 
=~=-=-=..::=·.'c===~--=-·="~'-------·=~t-e-ets,c~ccth-e ··two twi-s-fed · pieces -6£- solder in· planes~:·s~parated--·---
by about ten centimeters as discussed in relation with 
·figure 19. The hologram itself ~as an appearance very 
much like that of figure 21a. By "stopping down" the 
hologram and placing photographic film in a plane midway 
between the planes of perfect focus .of each of the images, 
the reconstruction shown in figure 21c was recorded. 
, . 
-------··-·-
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. -
---·-·-------···---·"·--- .------ . . - - - This is a "compromise~' image in which both wires ··are almost 
: 
fecused. With a three dimen~ional i~9-g~~ -it·:-·iJ; obvious~ly~= 
' 
.impossible to have the ·separate images.of the two wires 
·perfectly in focus in the same plane. The hologram can 
be stopped down even further to increase_ the depth of the 
.. \ field, but since resolution is a direct function of the 
. portion of t·he hologram that is imlumina.ted, resolution 
is lost as the ill~inated-portion is decreased. About 
1/10 of the tonal hologram area was illuminated in pro-
=----~ 
ducing the image_.illustrated in _figu.re 22.c·. __ _ - ----·····-,···-···· - -- . -----~--.-,..-·--~ --·- . . .. '. ,.· ·• ---- ---
-- ~ ,,. \" 
I • 
• 1" ' 
i 
: ~ - ' ' 
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~. ''J . ' .. 
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----------
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(a) 
!-1 i . ? ~' . '{ cons r 1c P jfn ·~ )s 01· the three dirnen-ionnl cene of !i'i ~: . 19 . Th~ holo=>ram for this re nst-ru ion as roduc , ·d with Q ffusecl o -jP -t · 1 u:1inn io . The reconstructed· i'TlA es (a) 
~nd ( ) ~re ob aine b7 photo~r1nhjn b the real 1-, 1 os in !' lan s sen rate b··r bout 10 C!'!l . The 1 a :, e ( ) -.r s o t ined t)y oto ~r·aphin _, the plane ~ j w y e w en }1 ,-:) ~ , 1 Rn e s · n wh i ch ( ) n n d ( b ) 
·rere n .o o 1'r"l" .e 0 '-"hile onl a out 1/10 of the . .. 
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Qual i ty,;vreconstructions ·-·-can be formed from diffused- · 
-- - _-.··_._--··~~--=-~===· 
- . ' . -
illumination holograms having a wide variatien -in fringe 
.. . 
contrast. Thus expos~r~·~time duririg the recording'process 
is not particularly critical. Although the quality of the 
reconstructed image does not seem to vary with the darkness 
• 
of the hologram, the brightness of the image does. A 




structed image proportionally because of an increased light~ 
- 'i.."" . ' ..• ,··· ,, .. 
absorbtion factor. The reconstructions illustrated in 
figure 21 were formed from a bleached .or phase-only holo-
gram. By bleaching a standard diffused-illumination holo-
·gram, ·±t becomes almost transparent and absorbs much less 
" light than an identical, unbleached hologram, and conse-
quently produces a brighter reconstructed image. The holo-
gram of figure 21a -was-bleached using a potassium ferri-









·- .. -T-he original dark silver particles ·of the developed halo-
- -·· .--- --- ·--·------ (~ -· 
gram are oxidized to produce rela.ti1rely tr_ap.~p~rent._J3_i_lye:r·_.-:~----~. ~-·~~-::~=·-·- · 
ferrocyani.de __ particl_es in the same·- pu-sftion on the film 
.·' --····-· ·-·-··----
emulsion. The ef;Eect ··of this is to change the amplitude 
* transmission function XX of the normal hologram into a 
. J * 
hologram with a varying phase transmission function ejXX. 
That is, the effective thickness of the emulsion varies as 
i 
.,.-:::--, - ·!,,.-:,, ,· ~ 
' ' 
. ------ ··- .. --· ---· .!.. - ·-- - ":"-·-· ...... · 1 - ,. . 65 • 
\ . 
, .. ' . -~------
a functi.on of position on the hologram.·_ · The points of the 
hologram emulsion wh·ich had a high silver content now have . . i I 
---~-----------~ u 




____ ........... - .. ·--- ..... .. .. . ' little or no silver. content now have little or no silver · i 
.. .;' .. 
ferrocyanide. This results in iin optical path -.-length 
through th~,· ·emu.lsion that varies from poin.t to point on 
. 
' 
the hol-ogram and which constitutes a va.rying phase function. 
To a first order, the transmission of the bleached 
hologram is 
- - -· ---·-- __ . _____ ,. .... ---·--.- .--·~-~:-·-------',--·- ... -· .... -- ...... ., ......................... _________ .... ---- .. .. ...... - ---··-
---~- -----·· --·--·- -·--·---- ---- --·- - . 
. j 
' , 
' .. -... ·- -, - --·-· " . 
-- ---·--·- .--·- ··-·-·--·--·-·-· --·--·----,---~----------· - - ·---- .. ------ . -- -- - ....... - ·- -~- _-
' . 
* 
-··· .. ------· 
· xx * 
. ' .:,, 
eJ = 1 + jXX. 
The second term, except for the phase factor "j", is 
. 
--
-- L --• •• - - • • L -- • --------,--- •• - ---·-- - --·--··---·-···--- ···-·--------.. -- --- --- -identical with the original .unbleached hologram transmission 
function and therefore, produces th~ same reconstructed 
wavefronts as the original hologram. 
The reconstructions of figures 21b and 21c were made 
''>.\ 
using bleached or phase-only holograms. They were compared 
with those reconstructed from an identical, unbleached 
. ' 
hologram and no vi·sible difference was seen except for the 
. ~ 
_ ... inc.re_as_ed __ br_ightness of the bleached~ hologram_ reconstructi.ons. 
·------~---- - -- - -- - - -- ---
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-------- By--f-o-1--lew-i-ng--t-h-e id-eas-exp-re-$Sed by Gabor , Lei th---a~na.:a-~-~-~.....:..:,..__c.__. fl 
----~--~~_ .....•.••...... ·-~··==upatnieks, and others, we have shown that t~ analysis l 
-- ~-- - - -- -- '--.... --~-- ,-- -
---- -- ----
of fundamental principles _of wavefront theory led to the 
practical application of information storage and retrieval. 
The process of holography is unique in the fact that 
i.nformation is stored on photographic film in the form of 
an· interference pattern with an information storage density 
. . - . ·1 










--- - -- --· i. ... 
! 
,. .. -----=--·----·-------··---·-----·-~~-~----· -----------hi.gh . enough -to reconst:ruct -- th-ree _ clime-n-s ion-al- --im-ages of -
three dimensional original objects. The production of 
the classical or Gabor holo~rams was discussed asga pre-
~------ _______________ .... requ-isit-e- to-- the- -descri-ption 0£--the-mo·re -a-dva-need, two-- -- ----- · -· -·-- ------ --------- -- -













- . -------- -- -- -- - - --·- --- --- -- ------·- - - ---- ----~·- I. 
"Ji'·,. 
--- -- - -- -------- -·-=-=--·-:.. -- --
A discussion ~of -th-e procedure and equipment used in 
. 
our experiments led·to a detailed description of our results. 
The hol-egrams ana· reconstructions illustrated in this 
manuscript were obtained using· a two~beam i'ilter:ferometri·c· 
process with botn diffused and direct object illumination. 
An interesting topic for further experimental work 
----------------------··--·-- ·-------- -----·----------------··----------------·-· -----·-------------------









______________ _ ________ w9uld be the production of three dimensional hol.o.gr.ams .. -·------- - -- -----··-
------
Us ;ng the t' wo-beam 1· nterferometr1.· c 'l"'\Y"eces s· b11t. w1· th the ···-------····-··-~-----··------·--·---·---··-------·--- --·----................. , .......... ,-................ ---·--·------------·-·---·· .. - .a.· - - . -- ... - - .• - .. ... . . .. . .... -- - - -- ........ - -- .. - :~ ·-- ... ··- -'J:" ·,,,;.-- ... - . -- ,· .. ·-··""· --- . .. -- . - - ..... ------···--------
-~-'"'"' - ' .. -- ... :._ ---· ..... :: .. -... ·-·· -----:;::-; __ ----.. -~.:.~.~-- ·- -····--·--· 
. 
o'bject beam reflected· by the object rather- than transmitted 
-- ---- --- - - -- ------ --
-------------------------------·----------------------·----·--··· --------
---~--------------- -----through.it. r This requires --~~ v:~:,;y ~-t~!?..~~- 9._1-?j~q.t: ___ ?nd_ optic,~)~'.:c, .,c=~~c,-·~-·---·-·c·---~,,L 
,, 
system for the increased exposure time necessary to record 
, 







·spacial filtering to correlate the information recorded 
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way, a quantitative measure of the simil-ari ty of the two 
-· -·--·- - .. 
objects can be determined. 
,~~~~- ·.c-~----""-"---~--= 
··-=·, 
..:,. ---·- .. --··-····- .... ··-----~------~ -- ' - ._._ ., ____ ,. ____ ...... _. -· . -·--·-----
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.OE.RIV-HXON~=,~OF -THE-- FRES-NEL KIRCHC:>FF· D·IFFRACTIOW-FORMULA 
----- ---· ~-- -------'-----· 
-----~--~--~---.----=---_----:--~-------_-----__ --~~w~e have prev·iously shown that: 
.. k . 
- --1 
~--. I'\ -J- -s __ -J.ks a·· __ E ----
_.,... ---- -- r, a e e · E(P) = 4wf!A·!~+- !fm + /fc[E3n( s _)-( s >anldS. 
·:_Utilizing Kirchoff's boundary co-nditions (Figure 4a): 
•' 
' on A E = E- + 
-A• A 
,_ 
on B aEB-·--- 0 
d n ·---- -·--·-··- ·-···· ·---.. -------------------------·-··---=---,---~-----··----· ..,.... ' 
-
-- .. .. ... . -- . . . -··· . ···-· -
EB= 0 I 
------·---------
- -~--- - ... _ ·-· . ------·-. ------·---· ----·. - -- ---- ,--·---- . --------~-,-- ·--- ----- --~---:.... 
. ··- -




onf~C E = o-C 
--- ------- ----- ~ --- - ------ --- - ---- ----------~------
, ;:c = o 
Considering a light w_ave h.ruring the space dependent pa-rt 
-- -~- ------ - --
-~-. =-__ -=---:. :-::-:::. • ~--~--:--. ~--•• ::----:-. • ~-.- • • k . 
··E = MeJ r: 
... -. ---· - - . -
---------- ~- --
o-E = J0 kMejkr cos(r,n) an {see figure 4b) 
-
-----------
- l jkr a ejks ejks, . · - - · E (P)-iir/ I A [Me an( s ) - ( s ) {jkMeJkrcos (r ,n))] dS+! ~+! ~ 
- E P = 1/J {Mejkr jkejks - ejks 'kM jk (r+s) - - -
_________________ ( ~ 4 'IT ________ A--:~---__ _ L=s== = ===· _ =s.t .] cos ( n , s ) - J s 8
_c o s ( n , r) } d S ---·---- -
' .... " ....... ··~. .. ... " -- ~- .- ··-· ..... ''. " , 
_ . j k ( r+ s ) _ _ . - - j--k ( r+ s l = · ·· ·· · ·-· -- · -- ----E ( P) = 4 ! f / A { JkMe [cos(n,s)..;;cos(n,r)J-Me 2 __ -- cos ri s }ds··· 
- - ·--






- - _____________________ Ag_.a_i_n ____ a_s_sum.ing tha.t .. _ the .... dis-tance -- ,.f-rom the sou-r-ce to --·---------·--·-·-----·----·--
. .,. 
·---------- ----·----
. - ,. --· .. -- ---
- - -- -------· -- ---------·-
the opaque screen is large compared to the wavelength A, 
- - - - ...... -- .. i.e., s>\>A, and that k = w/c = 21r/"A, the first term in 
the above integral. is much ~arger·-,·than the second term 
. ., 
and therefore, the second term can be neglected. The 
'..,iol ..:, 
-----' - ----· 
l • -···-'-··' - ...... ,._ ... · ... ···-· - • ..:. . ...._~-' ·~ ~ ............... ~.~-····- .. ··~•~-.............. ~. ··-··-· - '•. 
Kirchoff-Fresnel diffr·action formula & 1S 




=~ikM ff ,,e]k (r+s) [cos (n s) 
TI'S A - ' -
-
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jM// ejk(~+s) fcos(ns) 2AS -- A· - ----- --- --- - -- -- -- -- -- --- --- -1 ----
·-·----··--. ... ..------·~- --··-······, --.···---- - ·---·--·-------····~----- ---'-------- . . --·-···-·· - . 
·..1_-
-----·~------- -- . ---·-- - ..... _. - .. _--_ --------------··· 
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- cos (n ,r) 1-as 
'-· .. - • a•, f':. •• • 
... 
··~9s (n, r)_J_q._S_._ ___________ _ 
... 
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APPENDIX B 
• I 
~ PHYSICAL DATA OF THE D. C. EXCITED GAS LASER 
- .... '. 
- f --. ---------- ... -
· The laser (Figure B-1) is a neon-helium gas ·laser 
. giving c. w. plane polarized output at 6328R. 
. . .,· 
Length of glass envelope 
Distance between mirrors 
28.25 inches 
32 ~~. inches 
Envelope diameter (max.) 1.535 inches 
--·--·-- --------.... ·-··-·-----··----~ -.-··-,,-.- :- . -:,-----. - - -- -
........ ·------- -~---·---------·--·---- -•. ·--------·-- ·-·--···-~------- - . 
- ------- ·--------..-~-----··----.. -- --
Mounting position horizontal 
Electrical Data 
-----~-- - -- --- _.., - - - ------~- -----· -----------------·-·- .. __ ._ .... _ -------------------------
























Output power in multi-mode condition 
750 volts 
6.8~·; volts 
1. 0 ~ · amp 
15-40 mA 
1. - 3 mW 
Note: ·The blueprints for the physical mounting system and 
- ') 
. . . . 
- . . . . . ·, - - . 
. -
the mirror adj_ustment m~chanism are available from my 
f i-le-s-.--- - Yv. -Horvath. 
·-- ---··· --- . - . - -- -- . ___________ .... _. .... ~·-"·--·----·-·- --------· .. -·--·-·-·----·-
_:,.__-. ' •• • ·-····--·-·--;;_ -·-:::- .. ·-.-. __ .c. --·-----·----~-------::-::-~_:-:·-~-~-4"_ __.__,____ - . -- --- -- -- ~- - ~ - -· ---·--- -- . - -- . - -
• .•. .•· --.,::.--:-...::..,c=--:..~'-==-..-~-... --.~,,-------- .. - ··-- --·.------···~- ··-····· ==-· --- -------~-·---- -... ~'"'"'°"·=--= .... -------- - -
. - - - . -
- . -- -- ~--:. ... - .. . - - . 
. . 
. -- -----·--- --- ------ ---- ---- ----- ~-
-- -· ·--------- --~----------- .---·-----··------ -
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